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Books For Toddlers

My First Touch-and-Feel Book • 4 titles • 10 pages • 200 x 200 mm • 9 months + • 10,50€

Books for Toddlers
My Very First Books

Delightful board books with a foam padded cover and rounded corners, addressing
directly to toddlers, and encouraging dialogue between adults and the little ones.

By Mathilde BRÉCHET
Ill. by Camille CHINCHOLLE

Tender and colourful board books to delight the little ones from 0 to 3.
Ecologically responsible with a vegetable ink and cardboard from
sustainable forest, and material respectful for the environment.

I Like The Night

I Like Bedtime Stories

Little Scamp

4 titles • 12 pages with flaps • 170 x 170 mm • 8 months + • 9,90¤
To be published in June 2017

A first picture book
to learn about nature,
animals, seasons,
but also emotions
or forms with three
little birds flying from
page to page.

No ë l

A new series offering parents and children a fun and interactive way to read!
• Four titles describing daily life
• Soft flocking to touch on each double spread
• Simple and comforting stories from playtime to bedtime

A foam padded
cover and soft touch
lamination.

Tender and playful texts adressing directly to the child and allowing him to play
his part as he lifts the flaps and turns the page.
I Love Christmas

My First Picture Book

8 pages • 250 x 250 mm • 9 months + • 15€

48 pages • 230 x 230 mm • from 12 months • 14€

My big Christmas book: the perfect
touch & feel for winter times!

My First Cloth Books

My First Buggy Books

A soft cloth book in a lovely
box with a ribbon: the
perfect birth gift!

A funny little book to hang to the stroller,
and a soft blanket for the everyday walk.

4 titles • 8 pages • 175 x 230 x 45 mm • from birth • 15,90¤
Time to Eat, Little Scamp!

Bath Time, Little Scamp!

Bedtime, Little Scamp!

Have Fun, Little Scamp!

Look, Baby!

A Kiss for Baby

2 titles • Box 160 x 160 mm
Book 8 pages • 90 x 90 mm • from birth • 15¤

Off to the Farm, Baby

Let’s Go, Baby!

3

Books For Toddlers

Books For Toddlers

I Love Games

I Love Cuddles

Stand Alone Titles

new
2

0-3 year olds

1-6 year olds

Music & Sound Books

Marion Billet

With more than 5,7 million copies sold worldwide, the Little Sound Books
series keeps on growing with 2 sweet titles on classical music!
Original sounds and pictures will delight the youngest, and make them discover
animals or musics from all around the world.

Little Lion Is Angry

Little Rhinoceros Is Proud

Little Gazelle Is Scared

Little Crocodile Is Happy

Hey! Giraffe, do you want to
play with me? Hey! Baboons,
why don’t you join me on
the ground to have fun?
WHY NOBODY WANTS TO PLAY
WITH ME? IT’S SO ANNOYING!
Calm down little lion,
we are coming!

Little rhino, come with us in
the water! No thanks…
Don’t tell me you are scared!
Well… maybe a little.
Come on! Don’t worry we are
here. Yeaah, you have done it!
My dad will be so proud!

Mum, let’s race to home! says
the little gazelle.
Mum? Where are you? Mum?
Don’t worry, I will help you find
her, says the elephant.

Little croco, are you ready
for the party? A party, which
party? Your birthday party!
Oh thank you! You are
awesome friends!

Danse chinoise

Danse russe

Danse des mirlitons

Valse des ﬂeurs

Danse
de la fée Dragée

Appuie sur la puce et découvre
les plus beaux airs de Casse-Noisette,
ballet composé par Tchaïkovsky.
Une qualité sonore inégalée !

Music

J00087

dès 1 an
Gallimard Jeunesse Musique

10 €

MPIS_Cassenoisette_Couv.indd Toutes les pages

www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr
Gallimard Jeunesse
5, rue Gaston-Gallimard
75007 Paris - France
Imprimé en Chine

illustrations de Marion Billet
6 musiques • 6 images •Tchaïkovsky
6 puces

Sonate pour
violon et piano

Concerto
pour clarinette

Sonate facile

Symphonie n° 40

Une petite musique
de nuit

Ah ! vous
dirai-je Maman

Appuie sur la puce et découvre
les plus belles musiques de Mozart.
Une qualité sonore inégalée !
dès 1 an

J00086
www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr
Gallimard Jeunesse
5, rue Gaston-Gallimard
75007 Paris - France
Imprimé en Chine

10 €
Gallimard Jeunesse Musique Mes petits imagiers sonores

MPIS_Mozart_Couv.indd Toutes les pages

The Nutcracker

Mes musiques de
Mes musiques de Mozart

La Marche

new

Mes petits imagiers sonores

04/10/2016 14:07

5

Gallimard
Jeunesse
Musique

Short daily life stories with endearing characters, both funny and pedagogical.
Cute little board books easy to grab and hold, with sturdy die-cut pages.
Cheerful and evocative illustrations especially appealing for kids of this age.

illustrations de Marion Billet
6 musiques • 6 images • 6 puces

Mes petits imagiers sonores

Mozart

27/09/2016 10:55

Rhymes
of the World*

English Christmas
Songs

The Magic Flute

My Musics
to Dance

My Classical Musics

Instruments 1

Instruments 2

Instruments
of the World 1

Instruments
of the World 2

Music Notes

My Musics
of the World

Daily Life

Animals

Farm Animals

Nature

In the Countryside

My Pets

Honks and Horns

Baby Animals

Birds

Exotic Birds

Jungle

Toys

Provisional spread

Zoo

Music & Sound Books

Books For Toddlers

4

new

Mes petits imagiers sonores

9:HSMARF=U\]XX\:

Joy, anger, pride, fear… How does an emotion appear, grow, burst and
finally vanish?

To be released in Fall 2017:
- The Carnival of the Animals
(Music by Saint-Saëns)
- Jazz Lullabies

ISBN : 978-2-07-507833-7

new

Casse-Noisette

”

Gallimard
Jeunesse
Musique

A new series on emotions for the little ones!

Illustrated by Marion Billet or Elsa Fouquier*
Cat, Cz, Du, Eng (UK+US), Fi, Frisian, Ger, Gr, Heb, It, No, Sp, Sw
24 titles • 12 pages • 150 x 150 mm • 6 sounds •
10 months to 3 years old • 10¤

My Little Sound Books

The popular author of the Little Sound Books series!
She has published over a hundred titles.
Her joyful and tender illustrations, stationery and toys
have conquered children all around the globe.

9:HSMARF=U\]XYY:

“

Music & Sound Books

ISBN : 978-2-07-507834-4

The Little Books of Emotions

By Marion BILLET
4 titles • 12 pages • 123 x 138 mm
18 months to 3 years old • 6,90¤
To be published in August 2017

1-6 year olds

Music & Sound Books
Touch-and-Feel Sound Books

Illustrated by
Marion Billet
Cat, Du, It, Heb, No,
Sp, Sw

6 titles • 10 pages • 165 x 165 mm • 5 sounds, 5 textures • 12 months + • 13,50¤

Five sounds and textures to awaken the senses
of the little ones, from 12 months.

new

Paco

My Little
Sticker Pouches
By Marion billet
3 pouches • 127 x 180 mm
40 stickers + 1 set • 2+
3,50€

From New Orleans to Venice, Paco and his friends keep on discovering new
music instruments and music genres! In each title, little fingers can press buttons and listen to 16 original sounds, all along the story, and learn to recognise
the instruments. 445,000 copies sold already!

40 removable stickers
and their corresponding
backgrounds.
Farm animals, wild
animals and musical
scenes, everyone will find
stickers to their taste!

new

By Magali Le Huche
6 titles • 24 pages • 178 x 203 mm • 16 sounds • 3+ • 13,50¤
Basq, Cat, ChiC, Du, Eng (W), Fi, Ger, Gr, It, Kr, No, Sp, Srb, Sw

To be released in Fall 2017: Paco & Opera - Paco & African Music
Aujourd’hui Paco a rendez-vous avec
son ami Fonzy pour faire de la musique.
En attendant, il travaille son piano.

– Chouette, on fait du bateau !
– C’est une gondole, Paco ! lui dit son guide.
Sur le pont, des musiciens jouent de la mandoline !

Wild
Animals

new

6

Paco_Int_mozart.indd 6-7

Paco_Int_Vivaldi.indd 14-15

13/05/16 08:25

Farm
Animals
Important, instructions à lire attentivement :
- Pour enlever et mettre en place les piles,
dévisser le couvercle du compartiment des piles
avec un tournevis. Après remplacement, replacer
le couvercle et le revisser.
- Les piles ne doivent pas être rechargées.
- Diff érents types de piles ou des piles neuves
et usagées ne doivent pas être mélangés.
- Les piles doivent être mises en place
en respectant leur polarité.
- Les piles usées doivent être enlevées du livre.
- Les bornes d’une pile ne doivent pas être
mises en court-circuit.

Gallimard Jeunesse Musique

Mes petits livres sonores

www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr
Gallimard Jeunesse
5, rue Gaston-Gallimard
75007 Paris - France
Imprimé en Chine

ISBN : 978-2-07-065838-1

-:HSMARA=[Z]X]V:

Gallimard
Jeunesse
Musique

Pour activer le module sonore,
positionner sur « ON ». Ce livre
fonctionne avec 3 piles boutons AG 10

l’orchestre
et

Écoute le fifre, la clarinette, la trompette,
le trombone, le tuba, le soubassophone,
le banjo, le saxophone, la grosse caisse,
la caisse claire, les cymbales et...
4 sons surprise !

16 musiques
à écouter

Important, instructions à lire attentivement :
- Pour enlever et mettre en place les piles,
dévisser le couvercle du compartiment des piles
avec un tournevis. Après remplacement, replacer
le couvercle et le revisser.
- Les piles ne doivent pas être rechargées.
- Diff érents types de piles ou des piles neuves
et usagées ne doivent pas être mélangés.
- Les piles doivent être mises en place
en respectant leur polarité.
- Les piles usées doivent être enlevées du livre.
- Les bornes d’une pile ne doivent pas être
mises en court-circuit.

dès
3 ans

A65838

dès
3 ans

Paco passe devant le cirque.
Tiens, de la musique ! C’est la répétition
pour le spectacle de ce soir !

Pour activer le module sonore,
positionner sur « ON ». Ce livre
fonctionne avec 3 piles boutons AG 10

Gallimard Jeunesse Musique

Mes petits
livres sonores
Mes petits
livres sonores

-:HSMARA=[Z]X^]:

Paco & the Orchestra
My Cuddly Toys

My Little Animals

My Colours

Large Format with Flaps

My Big Animals

fanfare
16 musiques
à écouter

TiMi

www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr
Gallimard Jeunesse
5, rue Gaston-Gallimard
75007 Paris - France
Imprimé en Chine

ISBN : 978-2-07-065839-8

la
et

Gallimard
Jeunesse
Musique

Écoute la clarinette, le piano, le violon,
la contrebasse, le xylophone, le piccolo,
le célesta, le violoncelle, la flûte traversière,
le basson et... l’orchestre du Carnaval
des animaux de Saint-Saëns !

Illustré par Magali Le Huche
Appuie sur l’icône
et découvre
les instruments
de la fanfare.

A65839

PACO et l’orchestre

Paco est très content ! Ce soir, il y a concert
dans la forêt. Mais où sont donc les musiciens ?
En route pour une balade tout en musique
et en malice !

PACO et la fanfare

Une histoire à lire et 16 musiques à écouter !

Illustré par Magali Le Huche

Mes petits livres sonores

Paco & the Brass Band

Paco & Jazz Music

Illustrated by Marion Billet
Cat, Du, It, No, Sp

1 title • 24 pages • 178 x 203 mm • 16 sounds • 3+
13,50¤
Et le troisième petit cochon se construisit
une grande et solide maison de briques.

Ill. by Olivier tallec

The Three Little Pigs

2 titles • 12 pages with 6 flaps • 215 x 215 mm • 7 sounds •
12 months + • 14,90¤

Listen to the three little pigs
building their houses of straw,
wood and bricks, and the wolf
blowing them down.
16 sounds to read the famous
tale in music, humorously.

To be published in 2017: Where is Father Christmas?

Discover the little sound books
in a large format with flaps!
Where Is Baby Tiger?

Paco & Rock Music

Music

Sound Tales

Where Is My Blanket?

7

Paco & Vivaldi

Magali Le Huche

Magali Le Huche

Une histoire à lire et 16 musiques à écouter !
Appuie sur l’icône
et découvre
les instruments
de l’orchestre.

13,50 €

The Garden

13,50 €

Music & Sound Books

Paco & Mozart

13/05/16 16:05

To be released in Fall 2017:
- Peter and the Wolf (ill. By Marc BOUTAVANT, Music by Prokofiev)
- The Little Red Riding Hood (ill. by Ronan BADEL)

Music & Sound Books

In The Cold Lands

Music & Sound Books
Sound Dictionaries

4 titles • 36 pages and a CD • 150 x 150 mm
12 months + • 16¤

In each title, 32 words, 32 sounds and 32 pictures allow children to
develop their ability to associate a sound with the matching word item.

Discovering Composers

1-6 year olds

15 titles • 24 pages and a CD • 190 x 190 mm
6+ • 16,50¤
Cat, ChiS (PRC), ChiC (W ex PRC), Du, Eng, Hu,
It, Kr, Pol, Sp

A series that presents the great clasical composers through
key moments of their childhood and musical extracts.

Classical Music

Cat, Du, Eng, It, Slv

Music & Sound Books

8

Wild Animals

Du, Eng, It

Music

It

My Most Beautiful Musics
new

Piano

It, Kr

Instruments

It

6 titles • 36 pages and a CD
215 x 215 mm • 3+ • 16,90¤

Antonio Vivaldi

Johann Sebastian Bach

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Fryderyk Chopin

9

A selection of 17 musical themes
with tender illustrations in a
chunky boardbook format.
Franz Schubert

Claude Debussy

George Frideric Handel

Ludwig van Beethoven

Hector Berlioz

Piotr Ilyitch Tchaikovsky

Louis Armstrong

Ray Charles

Henry Purcell

Jazz Lullabies

It

Sound Tales
Classical Music 1

Classical Music 2

It, Kr

Jazz Music

Classical Lullabies

Songs from the World

Django Reinhardt

It, Kr

It, Kr

Ella Fitzgerald

Music & Sound Books

My First Sound Picture
Book

Characters

Characters
© M an u e l B ra u n

Funny Little Bugs

Antoon Krings

”

new

A young hero who turns the classic
figure of the wolf upside down.

Lou Little Wolf
Goes on an
Adventure

6,20 €
Gallimard Jeunesse Giboulées
www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr

DDPB13 loulou_COUV.indd 1

A63574

9:HSMARF=U\YXU]:

Antoon Krings

6,20 €
Gallimard
Jeunesse Giboulées
Gallimard Jeunesse
Giboulées

13

www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr

Loulou le pou
DDPB21 huguette_COUV.indd 1

To be published
in April 2017

A63605

08/06/2016 10:54

9:HSMARF=U\Y^YU:

Les Drôles de Petites Bêtes

Mireille l’abeille

Antoon Krings

6,20 €

Gallimard Jeunesse Giboulées
www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr A63570
Gallimard Jeunesse Giboulées

21

Huguette la guêpe

9:HSMARF=U\YW[V:

DDPB01 mireille_COUV.indd 1

09/11/2016 10:09

Characters

8 titles • 28 pages • 190 x 190 mm • 3+ • 6,20€

11

Antoon Krings

Gr

Huguette la guêpe

By Antoon KRINGS

Les Drôles de Petites Bêtes

Les Drôles de Petites Bêtes

In the same series: tales, gift books and activities also available!

Loulou le pou

Lou Little Wolf

Apollon
le Grillon

To be published
in May 2017

Antoon Krings

Antoon Krings

1

Gallimard Jeunesse Giboulées

Mireille l'abeille

08/06/2016 10:44

Nora le petit rat de l’opéra

Coming soon: a film inspired by the successful Funny Little Bugs series
that has seduced millions of readers all around the world.
You’ll meet again with Simeon le papillon and Loulou le pou and encounter brand
new characters! Follow the adventures of Apollon le grillon who madly falls
in love with the Queen of the bees!

Lou Little Wolf and
the Shepherdess

Lou Little Wolf and the Big
Bad Wolf

Lou Little Wolf and the Bees

Lou Little Wolf at the Wolf
Cub School

Lou Little Wolf Protects
his Forest

Lou Little Wolf and the Kite

Lou Little Wolf is Jealous

© onentertainement

Characters

10

new

A successful property with nearly
18 million copies sold worldwide, a TV
series and a wide range of merchandising
products available.

Antoon Krings

“

By Antoon Krings
62 titles • 28 pages • 190 x 190 mm • 6,20€ • 3+
Cro, Cz, Gr, Jp, Kr, Por (BR), Ru, Slv, Sp (SP, LA)
29 titles already revamped, 32 titles to be
revamped in February 2017

With over 60 characters, the Funny Little
Bugs’ garden is a world full of colours,
both entertaining and developmental.

The creator of the very successful series of animalistic adventures.
From Mireille l’abeille to Lou Little Wolf, in a unique painting
style, these endearing characters accompany children in their
daily life, help them to learn how to grow up and to live together!

2-5 year olds

DDPB gardes.indd 2

24/05/16
14:18 2DDPB gardes.indd 2
DDPB
gardes.indd

DDPB gardes.indd 2

24/05/16 14:18

24/05/16 14:18

2-5 year olds

Characters
Trotro

By Bénédicte Guettier

Trotro is a little donkey full of energy. He is discovering the world with plenty of enthousiasm,
trying to reach a certain autonomy when faced with new situations.
Trotro stories are told with a sweet humour aimed at children who will identify with him.
Children will feel both joy and anger, pain and tenderness.
Adapted in a successfull TV series

Picture Books

COVER IN PROGRESS

13
Christmas with Trotro
and Zaza

Trotro at Grandpa
and Grandma’s

Trotro and his Teddy

Eliott at the
Playground

Eliott Loves Gardening

Eliott Prepares
Christmas

Eliott Is Invited
to Sleep Over

Eliott Is Not Tired

To be published in March 2017
new

new

Board Books

55 titles • 12 pages • 130 x 170 mm • 1+ • 5,10€
new
Eliott Goes
on Holidays

Eliott's Birthday

Eliott Is Cooking with
his Dad

Eliott Seeks Easter
Eggs

Eliott and his Little
Sister

new
Easter with Trotro

Gift Books

Trotro is Happy

14 pages • 230 x 360 mm
2 + • 9,90€

Trotro Carnival

Trotro Cooks Crepes

Trotro is Skying

Trotro and Zaza • 24 pages • 190 x 190 mm • 3 + • 5¤
To be published in October 2017

Trotro in Paris

new

Follow the adventures of Trotro and his little sister Zaza
with these 4 new titles.
With untearable paper and a padded cover, a chunky little series
specially made for little hands!

Happy Birthday Trotro

Trotro and Zaza
at School

Trotro and Zaza
Are Sleeping

Trotro and Zaza Take
their Bath

Trotro and Zaza
on the Potty

Eliott Goes Shopping
It is Saturday. Eliott goes shopping with
his dad to make a surprise for his Mum’s
birthday. A fun little ride to discover
the market’s products and the shops
in town.
14 pages • 250 x 220 mm • 2+ • 14,90€

To be published in June 2017

Stand Alone Titles
Eliott Picture Dictionary

Eliott’s School

Both creative and playful, Eliott picture book
explores children key situations allowing them
to enrich their vocabulary and helping them to
recognise the world around them.
Gaming sections provide this book with
interactivity!

A beautiful large format picture book
with flaps and folders. Dialogues and
informative captions help parents
and child get ready for their first year
in pre-school and discover the daily
activities.

44 pages • 220 x 220mm • 2+ • 11,50€

14 pages + flaps • 255 x 315 mm
5+ • 15,90€ • Cat

Characters

Trotro at the Beach

My Little Photo Album
with Trotro

Eliott is a happy and mischievous little tiger children can easily identify with.
Far from the traditional clichés and in a modern environment, his adventures,
simple everyday life, are designed to accompany children and help them find
their way in life, by using the appropriate words to express their emotions.

new

COVERS IN PROGRESS

Characters

12

By Françoise de Guibert
Ill. by Olivier Latyk

Picture Books • 10 titles • 20 pages, 5 flaps • 182 x 205 mm • 2+ • 9,90¤

34 titles • 20 pages • 175 x 185 mm • 2+ • 5,60¤ • ChiS (PRC), It
To be published in June 2017: Trotro at the Beach
new

Eliott

Characters
By Anne GUTMAN, ill. by Georg HALLENSLEBEN
ChiC (W ex PRC), ChiS (PRC), Jp, Kr, Por (BR), Th

Émile

A young blue koala, a loveable and mischevious character, in a tender and irresistible
world for the youngests.
Inquisitive, mischievous and resourceful, Pénélope is very close to young children.
She takes them into stories full of punch and humour that keep the attention of the young
reader going thanks to constant and comical surprises.

Picture Books

Animated Books

16 titles • 28 pages • 190 x 190 mm • 3+ • 6¤

By Vincent Cuvellier, ill.by Ronan Badel
15 titles • 28 pages • 170 x 200 mm • 3+ • 6¤
ChiS (PRC), Du, Ger, Hu, Kr, Ro, Sp

Emile is not stubborn. He is really, really stubborn. His numerous
whims and fancies always create comical situations, familiar to
every parent.
Vincent Cuvellier knows how to capture the spirit of the children’s
world in his texts. Along with the brilliant illustrations by Ronan
Badel, it is the perfect recipe to delight kids as well as their parents.

10 titles • 10 pages • 220 x 220 mm • 3+ • 11¤
new

Characters

14

Pénélope's Potty

A Brother or a Sister
for Pénélope

The Piratosaur

Pénélope Loves her Planet

Pénélope at the Hospital

Today Emile is going to
funerals. He puts on his
black jumper in order to be
sad. This is a good thing
to be sad when you go to
funerals. But things never
turn out as expected with
Emile and his friend…

By Alex SANDERS
9 titles • 36 pages • 210 x 250 mm • 3+ • 12,90¤

The terrible Piratosaur wants all the treasuries of seas and oceans. He loots the ships
and amasses fortunes: billion of golden coins, emeralds, rubies, diamonds, sapphires
are hidden in his topsecret place… All the pirates’ chiefs dream to find his legendary
cave: all against the Piratosaur!
new

Emile Goes
To Funerals

Pablo

new

Emile Dreams
Emile is in his bed. On a
train. In a bed, on a train.
The controller knocks on
his pillow: “Your ticket,
please”. Emile looks in his
pillow, finds a feather and
gives it to the controller.
“All right, you can take
off”. Emile flies away…

Emile Goes on an
Adventure

Emile and the
Boxing Dance

Emile decides to go on an
adventure: he stuffs his bag
with everything necessary.
His mission is very serious…
but what if he eats his
favorite lunch to take
strength before? and what
if he rests a little bit?

Today children go back to
school. Emile has to choose
the after-school activity
he wants to practice this
year. He browses the list
and declares that he
chooses: ballet! Yes, Emile
wants to do ballet but not
any ballet. He wants to do
ballet boxing...

Already published:
Emile Wants a Bat
Emile Is Invisible
Emile Wants a Cast
Emile Throws a Party
Emile Disguises Himself
Emile Is Cold
Emile Has a Nightmare
Emile and the Others
Emile Invites a Friend Over
Emile, It's 7 o'clock
Emile Takes out the Trash

By Martin ZELLER, ill.by Vincent CAUT
4 titles • 28 pages • 210 x 250 mm • 5+ • 9¤
ChiS (PRC)

The Piratosaur
and the Vikings

new

To be published
in April 2017
The Piratosaur

… and Barbedur's Ghost

… and the Yeti
of Gold Mountain

… and the Chupikawas
Indians

… King of Pirates

… and the Castle
of the 7 Samourais

… Against the Monsters

… and the Martians

Pablo and the Ugly
Naughtly Scribble

Pablo and the
Chameleon House

Pablo and the
Multicoloured Eggs

Pablo and the
One-Eyed Crab

In the world of strokes, everything
is kept in order, well illustrated.
But sometimes, we are allowed
to scribble. Pablo, helped by Trobo
the blue robot, finds right strokes,
leaning strokes and even round
strokes... and all that to create
and to better design. But when the
Ugly Naughty Scribble turns up,
he always leaves a huge mess
behind him...

With his friend Trobo the Robot,
Pablo goes to Square City in a
magical shop where they buy new
colours and shapes in order to
create new objects. While they are
drawing a huge bouquet of flowers,
they meet a sad little chameleon
who lost his house. They decide
to help him. Pablo knows where to
bring him: the zoo! But this is not
that simple...

The hen Louisette escapes from
her battery farming: she has
had enough with squarred grey
eggs! Pablo, Trobo and all the
farm animals, the donkey,
the pig and the duck will help
her laying rounded multicoloured
eggs again…

On the seashore, Pablo and his
friend Trobo, the robot, build
a big sandcastle. But a one-eyed
crab crop up from the sand:
he has found a strange trunk with
a red button. “He is leading us to
a wonderful treasure!”, believes
Pablo. “Oh no! it is a distortion
machine! We will never be able
to find the treasure…”
To be published in May 2017
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Characters

Pénélope

2-5 year olds

Picture Books

2-7 year olds

Picture Books
Classics
32 pages • 250 x 308 mm • 5+ • 14€
Strong philosophical retellings of two timeless tales
by award-winning literary authors enhanced
by magnificent and powerful illustrations.
In The Jungle Book, Véronique Ovaldé sheds a
new light on the jungle and its dangers, men and

their madness, and the choice between the jungle
and civilisation. In Beauty and the Beast, Carole
Martinez emphasises loyalty in harsch trials,
beauty fused with a true goodness and reveals the
power of love that will metamorphose the Beast.

Vincent Cuvellier
Ill. by Charles Dutertre

Vincent Cuvellier
Ill. by ®obin

Vincent Cuvellier
Ill. by ®obin

Vincent Cuvellier
Ill. by Suzanne Arhex

My Very Tall Friend

Marguerite’s Journey
Into Time

The Big Secret

Kisses At War

I have a secret that I keep to myself.
I can't help telling it to the snail,
who whispers it to the cat, who says
it to the mouse…
A tender book about the joy of
having a little sister.

Nobody knows how it started
exactly... A little boy was coming
out of the bathrooms when a little
girl went right at him and SMACK,
she kissed him on the mouth!
Precisely! A big kiss! I think that’s
how the War of the Kisses started...

Josef and Karel have known each
other for a long time. While Karel
is a boy like others, Josef has a
problem: he is continuously growing.
What can he do when everything
seems too small for him? A moving
story about accepting one’s
differences.
44 pages • 170 x 340 mm • 4+ • 12,20€

new

Two little girls, both called
Marguerite, travel through time
and exchange their lives. So many
things have changed between 1910
and 2010! Clothing, transportation,
hobbies… but also parents-children
relations and the place of children
in society.

36 pages • 195 x 260 mm • 4+ • 11,70€
English translation available for evaluation

124 pages • 180 x 310 mm • 8+ • 20,50€
Recommended by the French Ministry of
Education

28 pages • 200 x 250 mm • 5+ • 13,90€
English translation available for evaluation

By the same author:
Emile series
see page 15

Picture books by Pittau & Gervais

Véronique OVALDÉ
Ill. by Laurent MOREAU

Carole MARTINEZ
Ill. by Violaine LEROY

The Jungle Book

Beauty and the Beast

Alb

“

h ry s t el M u k e b a

Vincent Cuvellier
I am 47 years old, I have published 71 books so far which are
translated into 15 languages, my work has been adapted
12 times and I write and publish books since 30 years flat!
new

”

Francesco PITTAU

Francesco PITTAU

Bernadette GERVAIS

Bernadette GERVAIS

Nino’s Colours

Help, A Monster!

AlphaBeast

Nino changes colour when he is
sick–green, angry –red–or afraid –
purple. A cute book about emotions
and colours.

Four red and threatening tentacles
are breathlessly and pitilessly
chasing a gang of four kids,
throughout the city and the
countryside! The monster finally
gets very close to them, terrifying
the kids: "Help, the monster is
arriving!" But the monster is just the
Monster of Tickles!

One, Two, Three,
House

28 pages • 165 x 165 mm • 2+ • 6,90€

A gorgeous counting book, exploring
the house and its inhabitants
step by step with the beautiful
illustrations of Bernadette Gervais.
A large square format with highgloss tearproof inside paper which
will delight the young readers.
24 pages • 255 x 255 mm • 3+ • 15€

28 pages • 165 x 237 mm • 3+ • 12€
English translation available for evaluation

Bernadette Gervais' witty
illustrations offer an ABC book full
of surprises, with a host of animals
lending a part of their anatomies
to the shape of a letter: C is the
scarab's paw, G is the elephant's
trunk, M is the camel's hump… An
original and imaginative way to look
at the alphabet!
56 pages • 240 x 320 • 6+ • 15€

Vincent Cuvellier
Ill. by Delphine PERRET

Vincent CUVELLIER
Ill. by Charles DUTERTRE

Vincent CUVELLIER
Ill. by Aurélie GUILLEREY

francesco Pittau
bernadette Gervais

francesco Pittau
bernadette Gervais

francesco Pittau
bernadette Gervais

francesco Pittau
ill. by Gaëtan Dorémus

My Son

The First Time
I Was Born

Children Are Naughty

Picture Book of
Colours

When I Was Little/
When I Am Grown Up

Mum Loves Me!/Dad
Loves Me!

Ouah!

A strawberry, a ladybird, a poppy,
a tomato: what do they have in
common? Red! Frogs and leaves
are green. The sun is yellow like a
lemon. Many things look nothing
like each other but have one thing in
common: their colour.

A little boy, full of imagination and
humour, shows us the world viewed
with children’s eyes. He sees the
advantages he had when he was
younger. In the second volume, he
imagines how it will be when he is
older.

I do mess around, cry a lot, paint
the dog in red. I am very clumsy,
very absent minded and shy but my
Mum still loves me… but my Dad
still loves me…

128 pages • 270 x 260 mm • 3+ • 21€
Ger, Heb, Kr

44 pages • 160 x 170 mm with a flap • 3+
12,2€
Kr, Sp (SP, LA)

“My son is my son. I have known
him since he was born, maybe even
before, to give you an idea. I know
him so well you could say I made
him. Actually, I did.”
A tender book about a father’s love
for his son.
96 pages • 170 x 220 mm • 5+ • 15€

Full of tenderness and humour,
each spread evokes a "first time", a
big or small step, a discovery or an
experience that progressively build
the moving story life of a girl, from
being born to giving birth. Almost
41,000 copies sold in France.
104 pages • 200 x 200 mm • 4+ • 17€
ChiS (PRC), Ger, Hu, It, Kr, Sp (SP), Th
English excerpts available • Recommended by
the French Ministry of Education

Children are naughty and parents
are nice. Some children bite and
don’t share their toys, some of
them fight and make lots of noise.
Let’s remember that parents were
young once too! But were they as
nice back then?
28 pages • 225 x 245 mm • 6+ • 11,80€
Eng (W), It, Sp (LA)
English translation available for evaluation

28 pages • 170 x 170 mm • 3+ • 9,50€
Sp (W)

Red dog wanted to be different, a
unique dog with a unique style. But
as soon as he changes Green dog,
Yellow dog and Blue dog imitate
him and at the end, they all look
the same. Red dog is furious! Better
stay as you are…
60 pages • 170 x 230 mm • 4+ • 12€
Kr, Sp (W)

Picture Books
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new

©C

Picture Books
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Picture Books
Story Picture Books

new

Le Raboultaf
Yann Walcker • Nathalie Choux

www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr

9:HSMARF=U\\U[Y:

Gallimard Jeunesse

J00024

14 €

ISBN: 978-2-07-507706-4

07/02/2017 17:42

new

Yann Walcker
Ill. by Nathalie CHOUX

Susie MORGENSTERN
Ill. by Serge BLOCH

Anne Sibran
Ill. by Caroline Gamon

The Raboultaf

The Pink Suitcase

My Black Panther

"Alice-Mischief was living in Perfect
country. Here they had perfect days
in a perfect sun, perfect flowers had
perfect smiles and along perfect
alleys, perfect houses were lining
up perfectly… But in this perfect
place, Alice-Mischief was bored. She
was dreaming to discover the whole
world…" For the little ones, not to be
scared of the others. An hymn
to tolerance!

Upon his birth, Benjamin received
all sorts of nice presents. Blankets,
toys, sleepers… even a swing!
But nobody really understood
when grandma came with her own
present: a suitcase, for a baby,
really? And pink on top of that?

At dusk, the little girl can see two
yellow eyes glowing at the end of the
garden. A black panther lies there.
Over time, they domesticate each
other and one night, the little girl
follows the panther in a magical
and incredible world where men and
beasts are allies.
An initiation journey immersing the
reader in a fascinating and dreamlike
journey, where the panther becomes
a guardian for the growing child.

32 pages • 170 x 240 mm • 6+ • 13,50€
Eng (W), It, Pol, Vt
English translation available for evaluation

32 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 4+ • 14€

Alexandra PICHARD

Dearest Bill

Timothée de Fombelle
Ill. by Éloïse SCherrer

Timothée de Fombelle
Ill. by Benjamin CHAUD

Fanny JOLY
Ill. by Fred BENAGLIA

The King With
Nothing

The Black Hole

Georgia

Misha tries to remember when it first
appeared. It was there from the very
beginning and never left her, even
when everything seemed to go well.
She tried indifference. Silence. Until
the night she sets off as a warrior
against the Black Hole.

Georgia remembers how she started to
sing. Separated from her sisters at the
age of 7, she was a solitary child. Until
one night, she hears somebody playing
the violin. Who is her mysterious
neighbour? Why does he want her to
sing? A beautiful tale on growing up
and overcoming one’s fears.

I Want My Dummies
Back!

“Thank you for your letter, I think
we will get along well. I, too, like
to play ping pong and watch TV.”
A quirky correspondence between
two unusual pupils: Oscar the little
ant and Bill the nice octopus.

In the Upside-Down country,
everyone has everything but the king
doesn't want to own anything. When
a cat with no name comes along and
only wants to be with him, the king
soon understands that he has the
most precious thing: a friend.

44 Pages • 205 x 285 mm • 3+ • 14,50€
ChiS (PRC), Eng (NA), Kr, Tur, Sp (LA, NA)
English translation available for evaluation

36 pages • 290 x 200 mm • 5+ • 14,50€
Hu
English translation available for evaluation

44 pages • 220 x 220 mm • 7+ • 14,50€
Ru, ChiS
English translation available for evaluation

Hello Mizi!

new series
2 titles • 22 pages
160 x 160 mm • 3+ • 6,90€ • To be published in May 2017

48 pages • 230 x 290 mm • 7+ • 16,90€
To be published in April 2017

44 pages • 250 x 290 mm • 7+ • 24,90€

Soccer Team

4 titles • 28 pages
150 x 190 mm • 4+ • 6€

Charlotte just LOVES her dummies.
She has many, all over the house and
cannot live without one in her mouth.
Until the day the whole family decides
they are fed up with those beloved
dummies and Charlotte is turned into
the victim of a burlesque conspiracy!
28 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 3+ • 14€
Sp ( W)
English translation available for evaluation

new series

new
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Picture Books

Alex Cousseau
Ill. by Charles Dutertre

Marianna RUIZ JOHNSON

I Know A Bear
"I know a bear that comes from
far away. From a place he calls the
Land of the Bears". This touching,
hopeful story that reads like a
modern classic, ever so gently poses
questions about life in the zoo versus
life in the wild. With spare language
and gorgeous illustrations, Mariana
Ruiz Johnson reminds young readers
that being a good listener is what
makes for a good friend.

Érik L'homme
Ill. by Lorène BIHOREL

The patience of the
heron
Mizuki is a young orphan who
painfully regrets her parents and
Shinzo, her best friend who went
away to the city to become a master
of the sabre. She decides to set off
in search of Shinzo. Thanks to her
generosity and her patience, she will
earn the right to Shinzo’s love and
faith.

19

Clément C. FABRE

Our Dads’ Secret
Meetings
A story about long lasting friendship,
with illustrations that pay tribute to
children’s imagination. Every friday
afternoon, Stéphanie’s, Amélie’s and
Clément’s dads have been meeting
since ever. But what are they doing
during these mysterious meetings?
Are they a rock band? Are they spies
uncovering machiavellian plots? Are
they superheroes fighting aliens and
monsters?

Alexandra GARIBAL
Ill. by Fred BENAGLIA

A Dog of the Cities
On the street lives an abandoned
dog, a red dog, the colour of anger
and blood. One day, a little girl
comes and plays next to it, without
chasing it, without kicking it. Will
they be able to tame each other?
A powerful and poetical picture
book about abandonment and the
strength of friendship.
28 pages • 282 x 215 mm • 5+ • 14,90€
ChiC, ChiS (PRC), Sp (LA)
English translation available for evaluation

28 Pages • 250 x 250 mm • 4+ • 12,70€
ChiC (W ex PRC), ChiS (PRC), Eng (NA), Kr,
Sp (SP, LA)
English translation available for evaluation

48 pages • 290 x 207 mm • 5+ • 15,90€
To be published in September 2017

Alice BRIÈRE-HAQUET
Bruno LIANCE

Victor COUTARD
Ill. by Pooya ABBASIAN

Dominique Demers
Ill. by Nicolas Debon

Séverine Vidal
Ill. by Amélie Graux

Nina

A Tree As a Friend

Every Night on Earth

I Love My Nightmares

A striking episode in the life of Nina
Simone, one of the greatest jazz
performers, who, during her first concert
at 12, stood up and refused to play when
her mum was forced to sit at the back of
the room. An incident that contributed
to her later involvement in the civil rights
movement, poetically and powerfully
retold in a black & white picture book.

An ecological and poetical text by
an engaged author; a perfect way
to learn the essential roles of each
element of our planet, and how to
preserve them. The colourful and
dreamlike style of Pooya Abbasian’s
illustrations brings dynamism and
humour to this environmentally
engaged picture book.

The perfect bedtime story: parents
and children will recognize
themselves in this shared ritual
that takes all the pain out of going
to bed.

A funny story of a little girl who likes
her scary nightmares filled with
wolves, noises in the attic, hairy
monsters and dark forests. Long live
the nightmares!

32 pages • 225 x 305 mm • 4+ • 13,20€
Eng (NA), Por (Br)

28 pages • 200 x 280 mm • 5+ • 14€
Cat, ChiS (PRC), It, Ru, Sp (SP)
English translation available for evaluation

36 pages • 217 x 269 mm • 6+ • 14,90€
Eng (NA), It, Sp (LA)
English translation available for evaluation

60 pages • 230 x 290 mm • 4+ • 18€
ChiS
English translation available for evaluation

32 pages • 223 x 223 mm • 4+ • 13,90€
English translation available for evaluation

Pierre & Missy

Pierre & Missy

NÉjib

NÉjib

Koko Loves Sport

Snack Time for Pomi

The Soccer Team and
the Cat Club

The Soccer Team in
the Clouds

In this first volume, the soccer team
is competing against the Cat Club on
the soccer field! What a challenge!
The cats are quick and agile.
At half-time, the Cat Club leads five
goals to zero. Luckily, the cats have
a weak point…

Today, training will take place in the
sky, each player lifted up by helium
balloons. Above the clouds, the team
discovers a huge castle where lives a
giant… and his ferocious but playful
watchdog! Thanks to the help of the
flamingos, the team lands safely back
on the ground.

Pierre & Missy have created a little gang of inseparable
friends: Koko the athlete, Pomi the chocolate lover, Théo
the collector, and the sparkling Mizi!
In these two volumes, these little dressed figurines,
photographed in a poetical and coloured background, turn
daily routine into surrealist and extraordinary moments.

June & Jo

2 titles • 28 pages • 170 x 200 mm • 4+ • 6,50€

Séverine VIDAL
Ill. by Amélie GRAUX

Séverine VIDAL
Ill. by Amélie GRAUX

Kate BANKS
lll. by Georg Hallensleben

Memories

The Laugh
of the Urchins

And If the Moon Could
Talk

June and Jo discover that all of us
do not laugh for the same reasons.
Something that makes one laugh
does not make the other laugh.
From there, the two friends start
asking themselves existential
questions about the laugh of
the urchins, of the rocks, of the
sardinas… but anyway, what make
them both laugh out loud is June’s
dad question: "Which Jo?"

Inside a house, a child is getting ready
for bed.... In this tranquil, evocative
picture book, text and pictures
illuminate interior and exterior
nighttime scenes, showing us what the
moon might see, and say, if it could
talk. In a reassuring manner, it opens
young children's eyes to the message
that there is more to their universe
than they might know or understand.

Nobody can separate June and
Jo because Jo is June's true best
friend even if he is imaginary. One
day, they decide to take a look at
old photo albums. Jo gets lost in
his memories: what has he really
experienced? Are his memories only
stories that June told him? What a
mishmash! Can memories get lost
like a bunch of keys?
English translation available for evaluation

40 pages • 235 x 257 mm • 3+ • 12,25€
English translation available for evaluation

Picture Books

Le Raboultaf

new

COVER IN PROGRESS

Bienvenue dans l’univers
drôle et farfelu du Raboultaf !

Yann Walcker • Nathalie Choux

ice-Malice rêve de partir à l’aventure.
Mais on dit que le vaste monde
est dangereux, peuplé de terrifiants
Raboultafs... Ces monstres velus
sont-ils vraiment si méchants ?

2-7 year olds

Picture Books

2-7 year olds

Aki
© DR

”

Three Grains of Rice 1, 2

Emmanuel Polanco

Animals in The Night
Who said that at night, everything is
grey, everything is black? Children
will search with curiosity these subtle
illustrations to see many shapes
emerge from the shadows, irresistibly
caught in a poetic game of
hide-and-seek.

Three Little Cats

52 pages • 210 x 275 mm • 7+ • 14,75€
Volume 3 to be published in Fall 2017

40 pages • 185 x 220 mm• 3+ • 13,50€

36 pages • 225 x 300 mm • 4+ • 14,50€
ChiS (PRC)
English translation available for evaluation

new

In each volume, about fifteen cartoon-like stories pulled
from the childhood of three boisterous sisters: Eve,
Ninie and Del. The family house becomes the theatre of
the 3 little girls’ mischiefs and experimentations: from
brooding an egg to learning how to go rollerblading,
cooking crepes or playing video games. And when their
cousin Max comes along, you can bet there will be some
pillow fights!

Claude HELFT
lll. by AKI

Three Little Cats

Three Little Cats
Have Fun

One is bossy, Two is creative, Three is
bright. They play, dream, quarrel and
think, like all siblings do, along ten
burlesque cartoon-like stories. Three
characters all at once cute and wacky,
but above all very endearing! In the
company of other animals and even
humans, curiosity, pleasure, shyness,
fear and dream take the lead, to learn
how to grow up and live together.

We keep following the foolish
adventures of these three adorable
little cats: One, Two and Three.
They keep questionning the world,
playing with their animal friends
and expressing their curiosity for
every new situation. Both very lively
and funny these cats set us on great
little journeys…

Educational and playful picture books
new

Jean-Baptiste DEL AMO
Ill. by Pauline Martin

Just Like You…
"Just like you, I have feelings. I am
happy or sad and I don’t like to be in
pain!"
A beautiful text by Jean Baptiste
Del Amo (shortlisted for National
literary prices) who gently advocates
respect for nature and animals. A very
moving picture book enhanced by
the tender and fresh illustrations of
Pauline Martin.
32 pages • 223 x 223 mm • 3+ • 13€
To be published in September 2017

Arnaud Alméras
Ill. by ®obin

Arnaud Alméras
Ill. by ®obin

Nice Cat, Wicked Cat

I Like When Mum…

I Like When Dad…

Follow Tim and Tom, two endearing
cats with very different characters
all along the day! In the role of
"mister perfection", Tim, always
impeccable, from its whiskers
to its pads. In the role of the
"fur ball", uncontrollable and a
blundering idiot, Tom. The day of
two inseparable brothers, full of
humour and based on the game of
opposites.

“I like when Mummy waters the flowers
on the balcony because I get to help
her and she congratulates me: you
watered your feet well, they’ll grow
well!” Small everyday moments of
complicity between mother and child.

“I like when Daddy takes me on his
shoulders, or when he watches a rugby
game with me on TV.” Small everyday
moments of complicity between father
and child.

48 pages • 215 x 255 mm • 3+ • 14€
ChiS (PRC)

48 pages • 215 x 255 mm • 3+ • 14€
ChiS (PRC), Kr

40 pages • 190 x 225 mm • 4+ • 12,50€
English translation available for evaluation

new
Claude HELFT
lll. by AKI

Ru
English excerpts available for evaluation

COVER IN PROGRESS

Picture Books
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Yann WALCKER
Ill. by Romain GUARRIGUE

Delphine Chedru

Lionel Koechlin

When You Are
Sleeping

Catalogue of Grandparents

What happens during the night when
you are asleep? In this poetical
picture book, discover through the
mischievious illustrations of Delphine
Chedru, the world at night. Watch
closely, sometimes you’ll find small
details hidden in the page…

Handyman, cool, sleeper, explorer
or chef, which of these grandpas and
grandmas are yours?
An hilarious portrait gallery where
everybody will find a relative.
52 pages • 160 x 175 mm • 3+ • 12,50€

21

Catherine Grive
Ill. by muriel Kerba

1 Second 1 Minute
1 Century
How long does a second, three
minutes or a century last? In spite of
appearances, clocks don't really say
anything on the matter. So let's ask it:
what can happen or be done within a
given time span?

Dedieu & Compagnie

Zoo
An original way of discovering zoo
animals, with a twisted situation:
behind the bars of their cages, the
animals are watching visitors who look
incredibly like them!
30 pages • 235 x 330 mm • 3+ • 15,25€
Dk

36 pages • 250 x 280 mm • 3+ • 15€
ChiS

28 pages • 260 x 280 mm • 2+ • 13,50€

new

Christophe BATAILLON

1 Circle, 2 Dots
Learning how to draw is easy! One
circle, two dots = a head. Nobody can
fail this class.
A cheerful little guide for children to
express their artistic talent!
96 pages • 175 x 230 • 6+ • 12,90€

Samir Senoussi
Ill. by Henri Fellner

Animals First Day
at School
Let’s imagine that animals do also
have their first day at school! Humour,
tenderness… an irresistible picture
book to enjoy with the small ones.
Long lives school!
36 pages • 250 x 300 mm • 4+ • 13€
Dk

Emmanuel Polanco

Animals in The Snow
A beautiful black and white picture
book to learn counting while observing
animals who play hide-and- seek in
the snow: 2 zebras, 7 penguins, 1 polar
bear, 3 Siberian tigers...
54 pages • 260 x 260 mm • 3+ • 20,20€
ChiS (PRC)

Benoît Marchon
Ill. by ®obin

Claude PONTI

SOLOTAREFF

In The World There
Is…

The Book of Adèle
A tale without words. When Adèle
immerses herself in her picture book,
she meets with all of her friends.
At first sight, they are wise but in fact
their lives are terribly turbulent! The
chicks make mischieves, the turtle
looks puzzled, the bear and the doll
dance like fools…

Father Christmas
The Truth

In the world, there are all sorts of
things. Beautiful things and ugly
things, living or still, and there are all
sorts of people, of all colours and sizes
and... there is you!
44 pages • 230 x 250 mm • 6+ • 14€
It, Kr, ChiS (PRC)

24 pages • 420 x 260 mm • 22€
ChiS (PRC), Du, Eng (US), Ger, Jp
Recommended by the French Ministry of
Education

How can you spot a fake Father
Christmas? Why was Father Christmas
unhappy as a child? What do
artichokes have to do with Father
Christmas? Arranged alphabetically,
this nonsensical but easy-to-use book
is the ultimate guide to the mysterious
man in red and his elves.
352 pages • 150 x 150 mm • 5+ • 20€
English excerpts available for evaluation

Rida OUERGHI
Ill. by Elsa FOUQUIER

Pilates For Kids
One is never too young to benefit
from pilates: Help your child to slowly
increase his body awareness thanks
to a series of simple and playful
movements. Coupled with adorable
illutrations, 12 exercises for a fun and
easy pilates session with your child!
28 pages • 210 x 210 mm • 2+ • 9,90€
ChiS (PRC), ChiC (W ex PRC)

Picture Books

“

Delphine Mach, alias Aki, is a talented illustrator since 2008. She
works for children press and children publishing, is interested in
graphic novels, cartoon… and cookbooks! With her two sisters,
she has created a culinary blog online, which she illustrates
with step-by-step cute and practical illustrations.

Novelty Books

new

COVER IN PROGRESS

Novelty Books
Animal Faces
15 Punch-Out Masks

15 pages • 212 x 196 mm • 5+ • 9,90€
Eng (NA)

All Ages

new

Pierre-Marie Valat

Animal Carnival

Susumu Shingu

Susumu Shingu

15 exciting and sturdy press-out
masks, ready to wear and to play with,
for parties, games or even to decorate
a room. Inside each mask there is
a description of the character and
behaviour of the animal portrayed

A Mysterious Little Wood

Traveling Wind

A poetical discovery of a mysterious little wood and of its inhabitants, until
the sun sets and night arrives with its starry sky, created by Susumu Shingu, a
renowned Japanese artist and the author of monumental sculptures, exhibited
worldwide.

After the marvellous Mysterious Little Wood, Susumu Shingu creates a new
pop-up book on the wind! On each double spread wonderful papercuts
suggest the wind passing on the elements of Nature. A fine work, as poetical
as his first title.

9 spreads with pop-ups • 225 x 225 mm • 5+ • 25€
ChiS (PRC), It, Jp

9 spreads with pop-ups • 225 x 225 mm • 5+ • 25€
To be published in Fall 2017

The Small Picasso Museum • by Béatrice Fontanel

32 pages • 195 x 260 mm • 8-12 year olds • 19,90€
ChiS (PRC)

new

Who was Picasso? From the dilapidated workshop where the young Spanish was painting
with an empty stomach, to the world-famous artist, there was many steps in his life and
extravagant pirouettes in his art.
Picasso was not only a painter, but a sculptor, a poet, a designer of decors and of ballet
costumes, a perpetual inventor and a hard worker. He touched every creation materials
with his golden fingers.
Most of the time, he was surrounded by dogs, cats, monkeys or goats. This book gives us
an overview of each of his sparkling faces.
A chronological and thematical approach of Picasso's multi-facetted work.

Novelty Books

At night the garden looks different.
Little-by-little, I can see it it the
darkness. Strange silhouettes wake
up in the bushes. What is this creature
with shiny eyes? Is it really the wind
that makes the leaves move?
The gorgeous diploma work for a
French prestigious high school of a
young Lithuanian artist, a magical
discovery of the garden at night.

The set contains:
large reproduction
of Guernica
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Elena SELENA

The Blue Garden

7 spreads with pop-ups
210 x 197 mm • 5+ • 25€
To be published in October 2017

the book

portraits of Picasso

new

lithographies
of the bulls
30 stickers to be sticked on the
walls of a portable museum

a poster
a sketchbook
of drawings

COVER IN PROGRESS

Novelty books
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Provisional spread

Éric SINGELIN

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Gérard Lo Monaco

A Tree’s Life

The Little Prince Deluxe Pop-Up Book

This pop-up book follows the destiny of a tree, growing up and trying to reach the
clouds, which gets cut off into pieces. It rises again as a chair and is dreaming of
turning back into a tree.
Colors and shapes blossom through the pop-ups, showing Nature finally taking
over the Man's hand.

The ultimate edition of this universal chef-d'œuvre, with over 1,2 million copies
in print worldwide. An elegant, faithful and clever adaptation of the integral text
and illustrations, that restitutes the poetical and literary qualities of the work
and reinforces its meaning and emotion.

6 spreads with 6 pop-ups • 150 x 200 mm • 5+ • 25€
To be published in October 2017

64 pages • 180 x 250 mm • 6+ • 25€
Rights sold in 24 languages • Information upon request
Recommended by the French Ministry of Education

3-12 year olds

Activities
Decorating My Fairy Tales

Activities

6 titles • 32 pages • 230 x 300 mm • 4+ • 7,90/9,90€
It

We Love Music
by Béatrice FONTANEL, ill. by Cynthia THIÉRY

new

36 pages • 200 x 260 mm • 8+ • 9,90€
A fun and vibrant activity book with 40 stickers to learn
about music: from the very first flute carved 35,000 years ago
to the electric guitar, from the Chinese Opera to rock or hiphop music, the reader will discover instruments, composers,
costumes and musical styles from all around the world.
Games: Sudoku, coloring, word searching, sticking…
Illustrated with paintings, drawings and photographs.

To be published in April 2017
new

new

A series to play and discover the most
famous tales with a text for two readers
and large double spreads to colour
and decorate.
Including 150 removable stickers.
Marion PIFFARETTI

Ilaria FALORSI

Hansel & Gretel

The Little Red Hen

Activities
Deyrolle Activity Books

2 titles • 48 pages • 260 x 340 mm • 7+ • 12,90€
ChiS, Dk, Hu, Po, Ru
Also available: Deyrolle Picture Dictionary

Large creative and instructive activity books in a
vintage style to have fun and discover the secrets of
nature. In each volume, 21 of the most beautiful plates
of flora and fauna from the Deyrolle catalogue are
coupled with games, activities and a “green” selection
to increase children’s ecological awareness.

Raphaëlle MICHAUD

Mélanie Combes

Goldilocks & The Three Bears

The Three Little Pigs

Marie PARULT

Marion Cocklico

Little Thumb

The Little Red Riding Hood

Enigmas by Thierry Laval

12 pages • 160 x 160 mm • Boardbook • 3+ • 9,90€
English translations available for evaluation
Two riddle boardbooks, with 4 jigsaw pieces that give the solution at the end
of each title, once assembled.
The Mystery Of
The Salad Holes

The Enigma Of
The Lost Caterpillar

The mole is investigating: who made
holes in the salad? The turtle, the
hedgehog, the rabbit or the slug?
The guilty one is none of them!

The frog, the sparrow, the guineapig and the mole are confronted to a
new enigma: what happened to the
caterpillar? This time, there is no
guilty party...

Activities
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First Discovery
Early Learning
All The Program

An early learning series specifically designed for kids from
3 to 6 to help and accompany them. An adapted content
developped in partnership with teachers to suit the needs
and evolution of the child. Simple and playful exercises
to progress step by step at home and on vacation!

2-6 year olds

First Discovery

Por (PR), Ru, Slv, Tur

new

My First Animated Picture Book

5 titles • 64 pages + stickers • 230 x 300 mm • 3 up to 6 • 6,90¤

10 pages with flaps and wheels • 175 x 175 mm • from 18 months to 3 years old • 8,90¤ • To be published in September 2017
This clever early concept boardbook series features spreads with flaps, wheels,
selective varnish, embossing shapes, lively colors and rounded corners in a format
perfect for little hands.

3 titles • 32 pages + poster • 230 x 300 mm • 3 up to 6 • 4,95¤
26

My Learning Pages
for the Summer

This one-of-a-kind series offers a fun new twist on learning, encourages language skills
and enriches the child vocabulary.

Activities

3 titles • 40 pages • 145 x 190 mm • 3 up to 6
4,95¤
40 detachable pages to cover all the
programme while having fun! With games
and exercises for the holiday, children will
be ready for the Fall.

Maths

3 titles • 32 pages + stickers • 230 x 300 mm • 3 up to 6 • 4,95¤

My Learning Pages
for the Whole Year
Activity with coloured sticky labels • 3 titles
32 pages + 150 re-usable labels • 230 x 300 mm • 3 up to 6 • 5,50¤

3 titles • 40 pages • 145 x 190 mm • 3 up to 6
4,95¤
40 detachable pages to be used during
the whole school year! Children will find
colouring games, exercises, information
and advice to go through the year
with ease.

Baby’s Day

Food

Vehicles

Clothes

Ill. by Ella BAILEY

Ill. by Amélie FALIÈRE

Ill. by KIKO

Ill. by Elsa FOUQUIER

Look around you. What’s happening
outside?
Each double spread questions
the child throughout his day from
the parc outing, lunch and bath
time to bedtime. Toddlers will
love recognise their environment
and identify with the child on the
picture. This simple and comforting
title gives parents and children
an interactive way to exchange
and read together!

Look, a boiled egg! Inside it’s yellow
and white. Do you know where the
egg comes from?
From breakfast to diner the reader
is encouraged to ask about what
he eats, to name his food and use
his sense of taste and smell to
describe what he likes. The colourful
and vintage-like artwork confers
an emotional relationship to food
for the delight of the young ones!

The firetruck passes at high speed.
Do you know how firemen do their
job? How the garbage collector
do his rounds? Do you have any idea
of how excavators work?
Young readers will learn all about
urgency vehicles, garbage trucks,
construction or agricultural
equipment… This engaging What’s
What of the transportation world
is sure to be a big hit with vehicles
fans!

The sun is shinning! Put your shorts
and tee-shirt on!
Clothes change according to the
seasons and the weather. Both
playful and informative this title
is full of surprises. Young readers
will enjoy lifting the flap to discover
different ways to dress up!
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First Discovery

Graphism

On each spread, the questions are straightly directed to the reader and closely connected
with the child daily life, offering the youngest an opportunity to explore by themselves,
recognise, name and discover the world around them. The flaps and the wheels are both
educational and very entertaining and the last double spread is a hunt and seek game!

First Discovery
My First Discoveries

Classic series • 94 titles • 24 to 30 pages • Acetates: 4 to 8

175 x 150 mm • Boardbooks Spiral bound • 2 to 4 year olds • 9¤
Basq, Cat, ChiC (W ex PRC), ChiS (PRC), Eng (NA, UE & CW), Ger, Hu, It,
Jp, Kr, Ro, Slv, Sp (SP, LA), Th, Tur, Vt

A non-fiction series for the
youngest readers that has
remained a must in every child's
library worldwide for over
20 years, thanks to the magic
double-sided acetates now
available in a chunky boardbook
format.

2-6 year olds

The Little Encyclopedia • 14 titles • 68 to 80 pages • Acetates: 4 to 6 • 187,5 x 225 mm

Hardcover • Padded cover • Spiral bound • 3 to 6 year olds • 11,90¤ • Basq, ChiS (PRC), Eng, Ger, Kr, Sp (SP), Slv, Vt
A wealth of pictures to discover, become familiar with and recognise without ever growing tired,
animated by spectacular transparent pages and complemented by lively, easy-to-read texts.

At School

Nature

Transports

Animal Life

Knights and Castles

Horses and Ponys

80 pages - 5 acetates

80 pages - 6 acetates

80 pages - 4 acetates

68 pages - 4 acetates

80 pages - 4 acetates

68 pages - 4 acetates

Animal Farm

Animal Babies

The Contraries

The Body

80 pages - 6 acetates

80 pages - 6 acetates

Children Around
the World

My Everyday Life

68 pages - 4 acetates

80 pages - 5 acetates

80 pages - 5 acetates

Tractor
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Savanah animals

Travelling by Plane

Vegetables

Ant

Pony Club

Torch Light series

New titles to answer children’s questions! A detailed content plus a quizz make
them the perfect tools to satisfy and sharpen children curiosity.
68 pages • Acetates: 4 • English translation available for Whys & Hows

To be published in Fall 2017

34 titles • 24 to 30 pages • Acetates: 6 • 175 x 150 mm • Boardbooks Spiral bound • 2 to 5 year olds • 9¤
Basq, Cat, ChiC (W ex PRC), ChiS (PRC), Eng, Ger, Hu, It, Jp, Kr, Por (PR),
Ro, Slv, Sp (SP, LA), Th, Tur

new

A playful series to explore fascinating worlds.
Thanks to its magical effect, the lamp reveals little
by little thousands details hidden in the illustrations.

To be published in Fall 2017: What Animals Eat?

Extraordinary Animals

Animal Traces

new

The Little Encyclopedia
of Whys

The Little Encyclopedia
of Hows

Questions/Answers
on Animals

Torch Light Encyclopedia • 4 titles • 68 to 80 pages • Acetates: 4 to 6 • 187,5 x 225 mm

Hardcover • Padded cover • Spiral bound • 3 to 6 year olds • 11,90¤ • ChiS (PRC), Eng (UE & CW), It, Ger, Kr, Sp (SP)
What Animals Eat?

A simple concept for a spectacular effect, enhanced by a bigger format: use your
magical lamp to discover all the secrets and hidden details in each illustration.
All the Babies

Where Do Hide
Animals?

Human Body

Cars

What Happens
During the Night?
80 pages - 6 acetates

Life of our Ancestors

Dinosaurs

Small Animals

80 pages - 4 acetates

68 pages - 4 acetates

68 pages - 4 acetates

First Discovery

First Discovery

68 pages - 4 acetates

First Discovery
My First Picture Dictionary

Explore series!

108 pages • 200 x 246 mm • Hardcover
5 titles • 2 to 5 year olds • 15¤
Du, Eng (NA), Ger, It, Ru, Sp (SP), Th

4 titles • 18 pages • 210 x 250 mm • 4+ • 14,90¤
ChiS (PRC)

2-6 year olds

To be released in Fall 2017
new

new

Animated books which take the young readers
into the magic world of My First Discovery,
with a wealth of animations for a playful
reading full of surprises.

A series which allows
children to discover
and recognise the world
around them thanks
to delightful and realistic
illustrations.

Discover the secrets and the marvels of the
animal kingdom, our planet or the world
of transportation in the most spectacular way!

Colours

Dinosaurs

My First Picture
Dictionary

turn the wheel
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My First Picture
Dictionary of Animals

My First Picture
Dictionary of Nature

My First Picture
Dictionary of Everyday Life

My First Picture
Dictionary of Transports

lift the flaps

Games in the First Discovery series • Box: 226 x 58 x 62 mm • 3+ • 9,90¤
• 6 boxes with different types of games (from 2 to 5 players): memo, domino, lotto and jigsaw.
• Each box contains 24 to 48 cards with attractive topics: wild animals, fruits, animal farm,
animal hiding...
• Hours of play for children while developing their sense of observation and association ability,
and training their memory!

Lotto Game • 24 cards • 2 to 4 players

Nature

Domino set • 28 cards • 2 to 4 players
pull-the-tab

Farm Animals

Dinosaurs

Jigsaw • 48 cards-jigsaw • 1 or several players

Animal Babies

Where Do Animals Hide?

Fruits

Animals

Memo Game • 48 cards • 2 to 6 players

Wild Animals

Transportation Means

First Discovery

First Discovery

Earth and Sky

Non Fiction
My Animated World • 6-10 year olds

Non Fiction

9 titles • 20 pages • 250 x 250 mm • 14,90€
ChiS, It

A series of animated non-fiction books
for children from 6 to 10 years old, playful
and educational.
A narrative text, full of life and accessible,
explains everyday life as if you were there!

Animated Worlds

Full-page illustrations in a
colourful and witty style, with
a wealth of details to observe,
reach for the child’s humour
and imagination.

To be published
in Fall 2017

My Little Animated World • 4-7 year olds
6 titles • 12 pages • 230 x 200 mm • 9,90€ • It

new

A series of animated non-fiction books, for children
from 4 to 7 years old.
The dynamic interaction between the informative text
and a wealth of animations (flaps, wheels, leaflets)
entice the children to dive into a subject, while
cheerful and accessible illustrations develop and feed
his curiosity.
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Jean-Michel BILLIOUD
Ill. by Julien CASTANIE

Jean-Michel BILLIOUD
Ill. by KIKO

Emmanuelle KECIR-LEPETIT
Ill. by Marta ORZEL

Pirates

Savannah Animals

"Hoist the colours!" Slick and
fierce, the pirates come alongside
a merchant ship, holding spices,
sugar or gold from the Americas.
Respectful of the Pirate Code,
they only fear their Captain and
hurricanes.

In the savannah, daily life is
dangerous for the birds and herbivors.
When the giraffe is drinking by the
pond, or the antelopes browsing
in the plains, they are easy preys
for the predators. A book to learn
to recognise the animals and learn
about their habits.

Non Fiction

Earth, A Planet
and Men

Non Fiction
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4-16 year olds

Jean-Christophe FOURNIER
Ill. by Aurex VERDON

Anne-Sophie BAUMANN
Ill. by Vincent MATHY

Brigitte COPPIN
Ill. by Deborah PINTO

Christophe CHAFFARDON
Ill. by KIKO

The Fantastic Human
Body

The Building Site

Living in a Castle

Space

Mathilde BRÉCHET
Ill. by Ingela. P. ARRHENIUS

Jean-Baptiste DE PANAFIEU
Ill. by Nathalie CHOUX

Jean-Michel BILLIOUD
Ill. by Julie MERCIER

Emmanuelle KECIR-LEPETIT
Ill. by Vincent MATHY

Jean-Michel BILLIOUD
Ill. by Simone MASSONI

Anne-Sophie BAUMANN
Ill. by Elsa FOUQUIER

Jean-Baptiste de PANAFIEU
Ill. by Guillaume PLANTEVIN

Jean-Michel BILLIOUD
Ill. by Olivier LATYK

Circus

Dinosaurs

Firemen

Seasons

Paris Through
the Ages

Welcome to
the Riding-School

At the Time
of First Men

On Board the
Pirate Ship

Non Fiction
BAM

Colorama

new

4 titles • 96 pages • 135 x 184 mm • 10+ • 9,90¤
It

4-16 year olds

by CRUSCHIFORM
280 pages • 160 x 220 mm with jacket • 7+ • 19¤
Coprinting for a delivery in Fall 2017!

We live in a world that displays an infinite number of colours,
both in nature and in our human civilisation. Through a large
spectrum, this is a brilliant portrait of 133 shades.
Conceived as a rainbow, from whites to pitch-black, it offers a
poetic approach to colours and a chromatic approach to objects.
Questionning our sensitivity and our knowledge, it invites
us to look at our environment in a new way, through the prism
of colours.

A new series to discover 40 international and
emblematic figures from the music, sport, politics
or mythological worlds!
A funny but informative content full of anecdotes
which will delight children and parents alike.

A solid block of colour on the right page is illustrated on the left
page by a vegetal, animal, mineral, human or everyday life item.
The colour is identified thanks to the object it is named after.
We all know the cardinal red, the carmine red or safran red.
But do you know why flamingoes are pink or the moon is white?
If you don't, the short and smart texts will tell you the story!

“

A fascinating voyage throughout the world of
colours and shades, in a unique graphic style,
altogether playful, didactic and poetical.

Sylvie BAUSSIER
Ill. by ALMASTY

Hervé GUILLEMINOT
Ill. by Jérôme MASI

Jean-Michel BILLIOUD
Ill. by ALMASTY

Sandrine MIRZA
Ill. by LE DUO

40 Greek Myths

40 Pop Stars

40 Soccer Players

40 Peace Makers

”
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Non Fiction

Non Fiction
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Crushiform is a very talented illustrator and
graphic designer. Between graphic design,
illustration and typography, she questions
the world, sublimates architecture, nature and
characters with a very modern artwork!

Do Not Mix Up

by Emma STRACK, ill. by Guillaume PLANTEVIN
140 pages • 190 x 260 mm • 8+ • 17,90¤
Du, Eng (W), Ger, It, Pol, Sp (SP, LA), Ru, Vt

Through 60 duos of items we usually
mix up, divided in 6 chapters (animals,
food, nature, clothes, health and
everyday items), this smart book is
full of fascinating details, all at once
geographical, physical, historical,
statistical, biological and so on.
An identity sheet defines the key elements
of each item of the pair. Captions and
zooms develop some anatomical, original
or semantic distinctions.

Non Fiction

4-16 year olds

Nature With René Mettler

Stand Alone Titles

Jean-Bernard POUY, Serge
BLOCH, Anne BLANCHARD

The Big Book
of Dummies

Rivers Around the World
Why are big civilizations born close
to rivers? What are their resources?
What is threatening them?
22 portraits of rivers all around
the globe, from the Amazon and the
Mississippi to the Yellow River or
the Nile. An instructive and heavily
illustrated book to learn about
rivers’ specificities, history, and their
relation to mankind.
68 pages • 270 x 260 mm (landscape) • 8+
16,90€ • Sp

The World in Your
Kitchen
30 step-by-step recipes to cook
dishes from all around the world!
Bacon and eggs for breakfast,
quiche Lorraine to go on a picnic
or couscous for a family lunch, a
brownie or pavlova in dessert… This
first cookbook combines perfectly
instructive and funny illustrations
with tips and anecdotes.

Geneviève CLASTRES
Ill. by Lucile PLACIN

A Taste For Travels

144 pages • Rights sold in 18 languages

More than a simple guidebook:
an incentive to travel, discover
new cultures and increase your
awareness to responsible tourism.
All the answers to your questions
before, during or after a trip!

96 pages • 250 x 305 mm • 8+ • 18€

Anne BLANCHARD, Francis
MIZIO, Serge BLOCH

The Big Book of Rebels

Non Fiction

The portrait of 25 rebels in politics,
science or art, who simply couldn’t
accept the world “as it is”.
124 pages • Rights sold in 10 languages

Anne-Rose DE FONTAINIEU
Ill. by Aurora CALLIAS

Sylvie BAUSSIER
Ill. by Gwendal LE BEC

Archaeology, An
Endless Story

Greek Mythology
Discover the fabulous characters
and legends of the Greek Mythology!
Follow every hero and god in
their adventures; discover their
relationships and their role on the
Acropolis; and take a look to the art
inspired by their hectic stories.
96 pages • 245 x 305 mm • 10+ • 18€
ChiS

336 pages • 170 x 230 mm • 12+ • 25,50€

Vincent CUVELLIER,
Odile GANDON
Ill. by Baron BRUMAIRE

Apprends à programmer avec

as à pas et
met de réaliser
rammer.

Apprends
à programmer
avec

Crée tes JEUX et tes animations !

70 years after the end of WWII,
eleven grown-ups remember what
it was like to live during the war as
a kid. They share their memories
and impressions of the time: the
occupation, the opposition to the
Nazis, the fear of the bombings or
the raids. Along their testimonies,
an historian explains the historical
context and gives key facts.

9:HSMARA=Z]]^Y\:

www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr

A58894

SBN 978-2-07-058894-7

56 pages • 270 x 340 mm • 7+ • 20€
ChiS, Sp, Ru

36 pages with 12 flaps • 245 x 330 mm • 6+
15,20€ • ChiS, Du, Ger, It, Kr, Slv

36 pages with 12 flaps • 245 x 330 mm • 6+
16,90€ • ChiS, Du, It, Kr, Slv

Watch a landscape through the 12 months
of the year, to discover the changes
brought by the seasons and by the
time of the day in a wealth of details.
36 pages with 12 flaps • 245 x 330 mm • 6+
16,90€ • ChiS, Ger, Kr, Slv, Sp

By Catherine DOLTO and Colline FAURE-POIRÉE, ill. by Frédéric MANSOT
78 titles • 28 pages • 165 x 177 mm • 2+ • 6,20¤
Alb, ChiS, Cz, Jp, Kr, Pol, Ro, Ru, Sp, Vt
Title list available upon request
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A well-known child psychotherapist, Dr. Catherine Dolto believes that addressing the child
directly is the best way to help him grow. She tackles with humour and tact the important
questions of his biological and affective life. Simple texts rely upon the child’s experience
and invite him to express his feelings on familiar situations.
new

Anne BLANCHARD,
Jean-Bernard POUY,
Francis MIZIO, Serge BLOCH

The Big Book of Heroes
A selection of 25 fictional
heroes whose adventures and
accomplishments deeply marked
our collective memory.
124 pages • Rights sold in 6 languages

Liliane KHAMSAY, Claure TEROSIER are MAGIC MAKERS. Ill. by Gilles CAPELLE
60 pages • 140 x 200 mm • 8+ • 9,95¤ • Kr
Through step-by-step programming
workshops, Magic Makers reveals the
secrets of computer code in order to
develop new games or imagine a new
digital universe.
This book is the best tool to accompany
kids – and parents – in using the
free software Scratch, translated in
40 languages!

MA G I C MA K E R S

besoin
nation !

Watch a landscape throughout day and
night, every two hours, with changes
in the weather conditions, in the fauna
and flora and in the human activity.

Nature Throughout
The Year

new

Magic Makers – Coding Book

automatique,
e histoire,
eurs niveaux…

An exhaustive book explaining the
life of trees and of forests around the
world, the physiology of trees, how they
grow or the process of photosynthesis.

Follow the course of a river from its
source to the ocean and throughout
the seasons, from springtime to
wintertime, and discover the variety
of the environments along the way.

Testimonies: Growing
Up During WWII

160 pages • 155 x 215 mm • 10+ • 15€

c Scratch.
tions !

Nature Along Water

To be released in 2017: Secrets – Presents

The history of Archaeology in
14 key dates, from Prehistory
to the 21st century. A title of
reference combining a first part
on explorers and their discoveries,
and a miscellany on the people,
places and key vocabulary of this
fascinating science.

ment au langage
es propres jeux

Nature Throughout
Day and Night

Children’s Psychology

84 pages • 230 x 270 mm • 8+ • 16,50€
Kr
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The Big Book of Trees
And Forests

MA G I C MA K E R S

30/06/2016 14:50

From creating ones profile online
and understanding the software's
specific vocabulary and rules,
to learning how coding works to
implement ones own ideas and projects
thanks to the software.
Every children can share his experience
among the Scratch community, bring
answers to their friends, and have fun
playing with code!

Harass or Being
Harassed

Frightening Words
and Images

Food Stories

Living Well Together

Words and Images to Grow
28 pages • 195 x 250 mm • 2+ • 12€

Philosophy

34 titles • 64-112 pages • 125 x 200 mm • 11+ • 10,50¤
Alb, ChiS, Ger, Hu, Jp, Kr, Por (BR/PR), Ru, Sp, Srb, Tur, Vt
Title list available upon request
Thinking is great! It’s great
to grow up by asking essential
questions, even if we do not
always find the answer.
This series opens up a space
for philosophy with original
texts, illustrated with humour
and sensitivity.

Marie GAILLE
Ill. by Donatien MARY

Etienne KLEIN
Ill. by Guillaume DÉGÉ

Martine GASPAROV
Ill. by Violaine LEROY

Living With(In) Our
Environment

What Was at the
Origin of the Universe?

Let’s Eat! A Little
Philosophy of Meals

Céline SPECTOR
Ill. by Emmanuel
POLANCO

What is Europe?

Non Fiction

Thomas BAAS, Carole SATURNO
Ill. by Thomas BAAS

Elisabeth COMBRES
Ill. by Marguerite COURTIEU

A humoristic re-discovery of 31 famous
personalities, recognised as geniuses
nowadays but considered as rebels
or dunces during their childhood.

Fiction

Lubin��Lou

Fiction

Les enfants
loups - garous

new

new

My First 100 Days At School
By Mathilde Bréchet, ill. by Amandine Laprun
32 pages • 142 x 190 mm • Full colour illustrations
6+ • 4,90¤

new

The modern and almost normal life of werewolf twins!
Lubin and Lou the twins and their family are werevolves
and recently moved into a new house, closer to civilisation,
a real challenge for the family.
A new series of captivating novels for every child dreaming
of having a nice werewolf friend!
The Red Eclipse
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Between Twilight and Dawn

Hurrah for School!
Even If I Am a Bit Afraid...

Panic in the Dining Hall!
The Catapult Gang

Fright at School! The Dreadful
Monster That Sticks

Lice Alert! The Teacher
Scratches her Head!

Arthur is starting elementary school,
he is delighted, but his mind is not
really at ease. Fortunately, Anissa,
his kindergarten mate, is in the same
class! And the teacher looks like an
Indian with her plaits. But who is this
white ghost behind the window?

In the dining hall, a gang of older
pupils lays down the law. Arthur
and his mates are fed up with
receiving mashed potatoes and
green peas. They decide upon a plan
to thwart them.

Arthur is certain about this:
a terrible sticky monster hides on
the playground... He has to alert his
mates. The breaks are going to turn
nightmarish!

Stupor in the classroom:
Ms Shepherd scratches her head.
For sure, she must have lice.
Immediate action is needed.
Arthur and his mates must get rid
of the lice that took residence in
her plaits.

A New Home

A Big Bad Wolf

By Nathalie Kuperman
Ill. by Amélie Graux
32 pages • 142 x 190 mm
Full colour illustrations • 6+ • 4,90¤

new

5

The extraordinary adventures of Zélie, an heroin half-witch
half-princess, and of her she-dog, Poison. Since her parents'
divorce, Zélie lives half-time with her mother and half-time
with her father, as many children. With a slight difference...
her mother, Tempétarouste, is a fanciful and messy witch,
-:HSMARF=U\^VYX:
and her father, Philippe-Henri, is a supermaniac prince.

Les parents sont invités à la journée
« portes ouvertes » de l’école. Mais Zélie
n’a aucune envie de présenter sa mère sorcière
et son père prince à la maîtresse !

La visite des parents

Comment passer inaperçu quand on vient
d’une famille pas comme les autres ?

Pour les jeunes
apprentis lecteurs
Niveau 2

By Béatrice FONTANEL
Ill. by Marc BOUTAVANT
Full colour illustrations • 7+
13,50¤

Under the Moon

ISBN 978-2-07-507914-3

www.gallimard-jeunesse.fr

Nathalie Kuperman • Amélie Graux

Parents Pay a Visit

Bogueugueu, Friends, School and I

The adventures of Bogueugueu and of his school mate Ferdinand,
illustrated with great wittiness. Four stories of friendship and
a delightful chronicle of life at school, full of realistic yet funny
details. A humorous and sensitive evocation of handicap and
a thoughtful approach to the notions of tolerance and difference.
168 pages • 150 x 210 mm • 7+ • 13,50€
ChiC, ChiS, Heb, It, Kr • English translation available for evaluation

The Big Secret

The Fight

The Birthday

The Countess
of Monsacapoux

Fiction

This is the first time at the swimming
pool. Arthur is a bit worried when
arriving close to the pool. It is
strange, it seems there is nobody.
And only the green exit light lightens
the pool. Suddendly a large shadow
appears at the bottom. A big
intruder is going to upset the day!

142

On the playground, Arthur, Anissa
and Sofiane console their friend
Axelle: her teacher punished her
because she said a dirty word. This
is so unfair! adults do have the right
to say dirty words! Arthur has an
idea: let’s play the secrets agents
and surprise adults in obvious
offense of dirty words!

Nathalie Kuperman • ZÉLIE ET POISON

Surprise at the Swimming Pool
An intruder in the big pool

J00162

Oh, Dirty Words!
Obvious Offense

Fiction
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By Hélène Gaudy
Ill. by Marion Duval
32 pages • 142 x 190 mm
Full colour illustrations • 6+ • 4,90¤

4,90 e

For beginner readers, stories full of humour,
with cheerful illustrations and texts conceived
in cooperation with pedagogic advisors.
At the end of each title, two double-spreads
with games and questions.

6 and up

Fiction

6 and up

By Aurélie GERLACH, ill. by Jess PAUWELS
64 pages • 135 x 190 mm • Full colour illustrations • 8+ • 6,20¤

Warm and hilarious, the compelling
adventures of a modern royal family that
dodges protocol and aims for a normal life.
A family as endearing as it is original with
heartfelt relationships, with the humour
and wit of Christophe Mauri, enhanced
by joyful illustrations.
new
S.O.S on a Desert Island

Fiction

40

Alice and Louis-Junior, the children of the royal family,
have departed with the helipcoter and picked up their
three friends in the city.That’s how they hope to escape
the anniversary of the unpleasant princesses of the
neighbouring kingdom. Let’s head to a desert island!
The Robinson apprentices build a fort on the beach,
harvest coconuts as ammunitions, and organise a
diving contest from the helicopter. But who do they see
arrive from afar? Pirats? No, the King himself and Bozo
the plush elephant!

Holidays in a Pop-up Château

The royal subjects are protesting under the castle
windows. They have enough of the endless rain
which had not let up for weeks, and are calling for
some sun. Dad promises good weather across the
realm and crosses his fingers. The next day we, Dad,
Mum, Louis Junior my little brother and I, Alice,
leave on vacation incognito. We have a lot of fun
camping at the beach like any other family and
of course we enter the sand castle contest…
Go for Gold!

At this year’s summer Olympic Games our kingdom
lost to the one next door so dad changed the rules
and decreed that royal family members could, in
fact, compete.
That’s how Dad, Mum, Louis Junior and I, Alice end
up at a chalet at the bottom of the slopes for the
Winter Olympics. We make quite an impression at the
opening ceremony! We all applaud as Dad attemps
the ski jump and put all our hopes on Mum for the
queens' race. And the whole family participates
in the last event, the relay. Go for gold!!

By François Place
64 pages • 121 x 178 mm • Full colour illustrations • 8+ • 5,70¤
The nautical adventures of Lou Pilouface,
hectic, tender and funny, on board of the ship
of her uncle Boniface, with a bunch
of unforgettable characters.

A Stowaway Passenger

The Kidnapping of the Parrot

A drama is playing aboard the Tiramisu, a magnificent
liner under way to New York City: foul people
kidnapped the parrot of Pamela Diva, the famous
singer and the mother of Lou, and are now demanding
a ransom. Lou and Anastasia investigate.

new

The funny and tender adventures of a little girl,
half-terrestrial and half-alien: Anna Z42 is not
a little girl as the others, her father is a human,
but her mother lives on the
planet Aquatix, 87 millions
light-years from the Earth.
Since her parents are divorced,
she spends her time between
the Earth and Aquatix,
but nobody knows,
this is a secret.

Margot-Frog Has
Disappeared

On Aquatix, where she travels
every two week-ends in her
bubble car, Anna Z42 has
a friend and confidant,
Margot-Frog.
But Anna is fed up of being
called a liar when she had to
write a paper about her holidays,
which she spent on Aquatix.
The day she has to prepare
a presentation with Karim,
a schoolmate, she decides
to bring Margot-Frog on Earth
to prove Aquatix is real.
The real trouble starts
when Margot disappears…

By Fanny Joly, ill. by Ronan Badel • 112 pages • 121 x 178 mm
Black & white illustrations • 8+ • 6,20¤ • Cat, Sp (W), Tur, Vt
The cheerful adventures of Angèle,
nicknamed Silly Angèle , a little
girl who rebels against her two
terrible brothers and solves plenty
of mysteries.
"I am Angèle Chambar, and I love:
dressing myself in pink, candies, ice
creams, and Machouillou my cuddly
lion who follows me everywhere.

I hate: my nickname, Silly Angèle .
My brothers gave me this horrible
nickname but I have
character. I’m not going
to make it easy for them!"
In each title, three tender
and funny episodes that will
reconciliate naughty brothers with
their adorable younger sister.

The Skeleton Carnival

“Holly whale’s pee!”, the furious Captain Boniface
exclaims when he discovers the unexpected sailor
who boarded his tugboat: his niece, the unruly Lou
Pilouface. Once out at sea, the ship gets a distress
call. Whad did happen to this phantom ship?

The tugboat accosts in New Orleans on the eve of the
Carnival. Pamela Diva gives a great concert. What
a night! But a thief sneaks into the cabin of Nelson
O’Nelson III, the captain of the Syracuse, and steals
the precious content of his safe. How to find the real
culprit during the carnival?

Panic in the Bayou

Storm on the Atlantic

Not a drop of spicy sauce left aboard! Ticho the cook
is horrified! Only Grandma Dynamite has the secret
of the recipe but she lives far away, in Louisiana.
Here they are, heading South! Alas, when they arrive,
Grandma is missing! The crew sets on her search.
But watch out for the alligators floating around...

Spidi the Sailor is homesick and the doctor
recommends an immediate repatriation to his
hometown Marseille. The crew sets sails for the other
side of the ocean! But a storm arises, and on top of it,
their sworn enemies are waiting for them. Troubles are
on the horizon...

The God of Thunder

The Ghost of Monte-Cristo

What a disaster! The golden statue of Katatrak, the
god of thunder, has been stolen from the museum.
The thieves fled in a boat. "To your stations!" Captain
Pilouface shouts. Lou and Anastasia jump on board
for a wild chase in the heart of Amazonia.

Lou Pilouface and her friend Anastasia are on holiday
on the Riviera. But here comes Manolo, a young boy
with a monkey on his shoulder, asking for help from
Captain Pilouface. Our friends head for a legendary
castle for an appointment with a ghost!

Silly Angèle

Silly Angèle Is in
Great Shape

Silly Angèle
Takes Off

Silly Angèle
Goes Wild

Silly Angèle Runs
the Show

Silly Angèle
Is Not Shy

Silly Angèle Makes
a Scene

Silly Angéle Hits
the Jackpot
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Fiction

By Christophe Mauri, ill. by Aurore Damant
64 pages • 135 x 190 mm • Full colour illustrations • 8+ • 6,20¤

Silly Angèle Has
her Say

10 and up
G a ll i m a

Jean-Philippe Arrou-Vignod

©C

. H elie

Mon Histoire

rd J

.

Fiction

“

A series of historical novels in the form of fictional diaries of children
or young adults, each combining a personal story with History,
thus making the latter captivating.

Jean-Philippe Arrou-Vignod was born in 1958 in Bordeaux and spent
his childhood with his five brothers, that inspired the Jean-Something
Family series. He starts publishing novels for adults whilst becoming
as literature teacher, then a children's books editor at Gallimard Jeunesse.

Hardcover novels • 135 x 195 mm • 9+ • List of the 19 titles upon request

”

Series Detectives At School • 9+ • Hu, Ir, Pol, Tur

Three smart students, P.P. Cul Vert, Rémi and Mathilde, an eccentric old history teacher and
a sinister school: a little incident and hop!, everything suddenly becomes strange and mysterious.
A trip to Venice, a stay in England, a flashlight searching the empty classrooms at night
or a treasure hunt, as many events that are at the heart of our friends’ wildest adventures!
Lots of humour, action and energy plus a large dose of self-derision for these seven stories,
which have sold over 1,8 million copies as individual titles, and 52,000 copies as bind-ups
as of March 2017 in France alone.
Christine FERET-FLEURY

Christine FERET-FLEURY

Isabelle DUQUESNOY

Sigrid RENAUD

The Ashes of
Pompei, year 79

Vivaldi’s Singer

Constance,
Mozart’s Fiancée

Guillaume, Son of
a Viking Chief

1781-1783

Normandy Chronicle,
911-912

Diary of Briséis the slave

Diary of Lucrezzia, Venice,
1720

144 pages

144 pages

192 pages

43

Fiction

Fiction
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160 pages

The Teacher
Has
Disappeared

Investigation
At School
160 pages

128 pages

Isabelle DUQUESNOY

Viviane Koenig

Sophie HUMANN

Paule du BOUCHET

Li Mei, Handmaiden
In The Forbidden
City

Marco Polo, The
Great Adventure

Martin, Apprentice
of Gutenberg

At The Time of the
Christian Martyrs

1269-1275
160 pages

Travel diary of a printer,
1467-1478

Diary of Alba 175-178

1692-1693

P.P. Cul-Vert
and the Mystery
of the Loch Ness

128 pages

160 pages

176 pages

192 pages

Viviane KOENIG

Catherine de LASA

Viviane KOENIG

Dominique JOLY

Minemes, Explorer
On Behalf of Pharao

Sissi

At The Time of
Greek Theater

Yves, Prisoner
of Pirats

Diary of Cleo a Young
Comedian, 468 BC

April-August 1718

192 pages

On the Track
of the
Salamander

144 pages

176 pages

Narrative of an exploration
at the time of Thoutmosis.

P.P. Cul-Vert,
Private
Detective

Diary of Elisabeth, the future
Empress of Austria,
1853-1855
176 pages

144 pages

144 pages

Detective At School,
Bind-up 1

Detective At School,
Bind-up 2

Detective At School,
His Majesty P.P. 1st

3 stories: The Teacher
Has Disappeared Investigation At School
- P.P. Cul-Vert, Private
Detective

3 stories: On the Track
of the Salamander P.P. Cul-Vert and the
Mystery of the Loch
Ness - The Club of the
Inventors

224 pages

400 pages

384 pages

The Club of
the Inventors
96 pages

10 and up

Fiction

368 pages

Prix Mickey roman
Prix Al terre Ado
An anti-hero who
reveals a courageous
and generous character
through the confrontation
with nameless dangers
and uncontrollable
characters, some moving,
some evil.

This is winter in Friecke.
The children of the Lower City
disappear, kidnapped by the
wolf-men. Even Mimsy Pocket,
in spite of her agility and her
talent as a pickpocket,
is taken away, whilst Magnus
Million is entrusted a highly
diplomatic mission. Ghosts
from the past are going
to reappear.

336 pages

rd J
G a ll i m a

“

Mimsy Pocket and
the Nameless Children

”

Series Mathieu Hidalf • 9+ • Gr, It, Pol, Ru, Sp (W), Srb
A five-volume inventive series set in Astria,
– an imaginary Middle-Age-like kingdom –
based upon an original idea: a series
of contracts between an exasperated father
and his clever but mischievous son.
Mathieu Hidalf, cannot wait to be a grown-up.

. H elie

Magnus Million
and the Nightmare
Dormitory

Christophe Mauri has been writing since he was 14. He is currently
studying Modern Humanities, and keeps on writing, among others
for an younger age group with the Royal Family.

©C

Two companion books by Jean-Philippe ARROU-VIGNOD • 10+ • Pol

.

Christophe Mauri

Magnus and Mimsy in the City of Friecke

Impatient and egoistic, but smart and
resourceful, he mysteriously finds himself
involved into the destiny of Astria.
A suspenseful plot, set on the background
of a pitiless struggle between Astria
and the fearsome Estaffes brothers.

Series The Jean-Something Family • By Jean-Philippe Arrou-Vignod
10+ • Pol, Ru, Srb, Vt

45

The First Challenge
of Mathieu Hidalf
256 pages

Mathieu Hidalf
and the Ghostly
Thunderbolt

Mathieu Hidalf and
the Bramble Spell

Mathieu Hidalf and
the Battle of Dawn

The Last Ordeal
of Mathieu Hidalf

384 pages

320 pages

544 pages

336 pages

“

e G a ll i m a r

d J.

Jean-Claude Mourlevat

The Sweet
Omelette

The Flying
Camembert

The Goldfish
Soup

Chocolate
Holidays

1 story

1 story

1 story

1 story

154 pages

168 pages

140 pages

80 pages

. H eli

Jean-Claude Mourlevat, was born in 1952 in France.
He becomes a German teacher before turning to theater. Today,
he is one of the French major authors of children’s fiction.

”

The Jean-Something Family
Bind Up

5 stories: The Sweet
Omelette - The Flying
Camembert - The Goldfish
Soup - Chocolate Holidays
- The Icing on the Cake
A Fine Bunch
of Bananas

The Icing
on the Cake

1 story

1 story

160 pages • Pol, RU

192 pages

336 pages • 10+ • Pol, Ru, Vt

The Ballade
of Billy-Goat
Prix Bernard Versele, Prix Graine de
lecteurs, Prix Ruralivre, Prix Gavroche
Cornebique the billy goat is griefstricken because of a failed love
story. Heavy-hearted, his banjo slung
across his chest, he leaves his village.
He now lives only for singing, until the
day he is entrusted to the care of Pié,
a baby dormouse that sleeps around
the clock. Helped by Adolphino, an
old amnesic rooster, he tries to save
Pié, chased by ferocious weasels.
192 pages • 8+
ChiS, Jp, Kr, Ru

The Third Revenge
of Robert Poutifard
Prix Chronos, Prix Bernard Versele, Prix
Beaugency, Prix Graines de Lecteurs
During his farewell party, Robert
Poutifard thinks to himself that his
37 years as a primary school teacher
have been a 37-year-long nightmare.
Because kids have always been a
source of agony for him, Robert decides
to take his revenge, carefully picking
out three victims, three of his former
torturers, who will “pay for them all”.
160 pages • 8+
ChiS, ChiC, Kr

Winter Song

Earthling

Prix France Télévision,
Prix Saint Exupéry, Prix Sorcières,
Prix des Incorruptibles
In an imaginary country evocative
of Central Europe by the middle
of the 20th century, a poignant
and powerful hymn to love, freedom
and music.

Prix Européen Utopiales,
Prix Chimère, Prix Farniente
The quest of a simple and sincere girl
for her beloved sister, caught and
held prisoner in another world, cold
and implacable. A tensed intrigue,
with courageous and moving heroes.

432 pages • 13+
English translation available for evaluation
Rights sold in 18 languages • Information
upon request
Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education

400 pages • 13+
Hu, It

Fiction

The six stories, first published
individually, have sold in France
almost 500,000 copies and the
bind-up of the first five stories, has
sold 92,000 copies as of March 2017
in France alone.

©C

Fiction

44

The French Cheaper By The Dozen, partly inspired
by the author’s own childhood, a hilarious family of
six boys in the Sixties, with a well-organized Mum,
a champion of do-it-yourself Dad, a few friends with
an overwhelming imagination and a handful of
exasperating cousins.

d J.

Fiction

. H eli

e G a l li m a r

Erik L'Homme

©C

“

Erik L’Homme was born in 1967 in the South-East of France and has
retained from his childhood a strong love of nature. Very soon,
he follows the footsteps of his literary heroes, of wanderers and poets,
to explore remote countries. Back in France, he settles down in Provence
and divides his time between journalism, long walks and writing.

”

A for Association

10 and up

Trilogy Black Cat • By Yann Darko • 10+
Who is Black Cat? A dangerous criminal?
A dispenser of justice? The Archduke, the cruel
Lord of the Two-Mists city is promising an always
higher reward for capturing him, dead or alive.
A humorous and thrilling trilogy set in imaginary
Middle-Ages, adventures full of twists and turns,
awarded the Tam-Tam Prize.

Book 3: The final battle begins for Black Cat, the young dispenser
of justice. The troops of Prince Viktar and of the perfidious
Archduke aim at conquering the Kingdom, assisted by an army
of warrior rats! Only the capital still resists. The Queen entrusts
a difficult mission to Black Cat and his best friend: to put out
of action the spy, as elusive as a ghost, who has been mocking
her soldiers and informing the ennemies for days... Will Black
Cat manage to catch him and help save the Kingdom?

By Erik L'HOMME and Pierre BOTTERO
11+ • Cat, Por (BR), Sp (W)

The Pale Light
of the Shadows

The Dark Limits
of Magic

The Fragile Stuff
of the World

The Subtil Flavor
of Sulfur

160 pages

192 pages

208 pages

192 pages

The Secret of
Frightmount Tower
256 pages

The Castaway
of the Cursed Island
256 pages

The Furrows of the Devil
288 pages

47

The Book of Time • By Guillaume PRÉVOST • 12+ • Rights sold in 12 languages • Information upon request

Where Words
Do Not Exist

What Sleeps
in the Night

Our Haunted
Hearts

The Burning Look
of the Stars

208 pages

208 pages

208 pages

384 pages

The Book of the Stars • By Erik L'HOMME

Dragon-Earth • By Erik L'HOMME

Guillemot of Troïl is a child of the Land of Ys, halfway
between our Certain World and the perilous Uncertain
World. In this Land, threatened by the Shadow and ruled
by the magic of the Book of the Stars and of its Graphems,
Guillemot sets off in search of his identity and origin…
A best-selling trilogy with over 732,000 copies sold in
France alone.

A captivating adventure set in a mystical and archaic
world rich with the magic of the "thun-lawz".
Four fugitives unite in their quest for salvation in the
kingdom of Dragon-Earth. Aegir, the bear-child, Sheylis
the young witch, Doom the bard and the old Gaan are
fleeing the Naatfarir warriors and the priests of the Skull.

9+ • Rights sold in 19 languages • Information upon request

9+ • It, Por (BR)

Qadehar
the Sorcerer

The Mystery
of Lord Sha

The Face of
the Shadow

The Breath
of Stones

The Song
of the River

The Spells
of the Wind

252 pages

240 pages

252 pages

256 pages

208 pages

272 pages

To rescue his father , Sam survived
a Vicking attack, a tribe of enraged
cavemen and the eruption of Mount
Vesuvius. He stood trial for theft in
ancient Greece and faced down Vlad
the Impaler, the model for Count
Dracula. Now he's returned with his
father to the present day, but their
faceless enemy waits to ensnare
them again. To find him and defeat
him once and for all, Sam must take
one last series of trips through Time,
encountering finally the worst of
it all: the future.

The Book of Time
294 pages

The Gate of Days
336 pages

The Circle of Gold
462 pages

Animale • By Victor DIXEN • 13+ • Por (BR)
The Curse
of Goldilock

The Prophecy
of the Snow Queen

Grand prix de l’Imaginaire

Blonde has learnt to live with
the Curse of the Bear, which
turns her into a legendary
being, half woman, half
animal. Yet, when her lover
Gaspard is kidnapped by
the mysterious Snow Queen,
Blonde set off on a frantic
quest to save her missing love
and counter the diabolical
schemes of the Queen.

In 1832, when young Blonde
sets in search of her identity,
she discovers in herself a dark,
animal part. At the heart of
her history, a terrible secret
lies: she was born struck by
the Curse of the Bear.
An unforgettable heroine,
a breathtaking quest,
a wild love.
400 pages

448 pages

Fiction

Fiction
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His name is Jasper, he is 15, her
name is Ombe, she is 18. Both
have been recruited as Trainee
Agents by the Association, a
secret and powerful organisation,
because of their very special
gifts. Their mission? Ensuring a
peaceful cohabitation between
the Normal People, the human
beings, and the Abnormal People,
vampires, trolls, werewolves,
goblins and other creatures from
the Earth or Water.

Winner of our 2012 First Novel Competition

Céleste My Planet

The Winter Fiancés

112 pages • 9+
Hu, It, Kr, Tur

Two-part novel: Vango

English translation available • Rights sold in 20 languages
Information upon request • 12+
From the roofs of Paris to the cliffs of Sicilian islands, in the strange atmosphere
of a Scottish castle or on board of a Zeppelin, a magnificent adventure story full of
suspense and romance. The extraordinary destiny of Vango, a young fugitive in search
of his identity, a particularly romantic and compelling hero, mysterious and fragile,
but also determined and indomitable.
A brilliant, wonderful story of flight and pursuit, with beautiful writing, intricate
plotting and breathless reveals. Over 156,000 copies sold in France alone.

Between Sky
and Earth

A Prince Without
a Kingdom

384 pages

400 pages

Suspended Life

Elisha's Eyes

Grand prix de l’Imaginaire
Obliged to live under the disguise of a servant on the
Ark of Pole until the day of a forced engagement
with Thorn, the intendant, Ophelie reveals the
strength of her personality and manages to survive
the harshness of the Pole.

320 pages

352 pages

528 pages

List of the French and International awards
available upon request.
An original and convincing world of miniature
people whose continent is an oak tree.
A fascinating novel of adventure, friendship
and love, full of atmosphere and twists,
with unforgettable and lovable characters.
A long-term best-seller with over 414,000 copies
sold in France alone.

The Missing Ones
of the Moonlight Embassy
Admitted at the Court as Thorn's fiancée, Ophelie
finds herself involved into investigating the
mysterious disappearances of influent personnalities
of the Court. After a dramatic wedding held in the
prison of the Citacielle, Thorn mysteriously escapes.

Two years and seven months after Thorn's
disappearance, Ophelie travels to the Ark of Babel
in search of the truth and on the trail of Thorn.
Under a false identity, she becomes a virtuoso
apprentice of the Memorial.
Approx. 500 pages • To be published in June 2017

560 pages

Lucie Pierrat-Pajot

“

Lucie Pierrat-Pajot was born in 1986. As a child she liked to climb
in trees and live imaginary adventures. Now a teacher, she tried
her luck in 2016 with the competition for the second time with a new
manuscript, and unanimously ended as the great winner.

The Book Of Pearl

Trilogy: The Mysteries of Larispem • 13+

Joshua Perle comes from a world
that we no longer believe in - a world
of fairy tale. He knows that his great
love is waiting for him in that distant
place, but he is trapped into our time.
As his memories begin to fade,
he discovers strange objects; tiny
fragments from a tale that has already
been told. Can Joshua remember
the past and believe in his own story
before his love is lost forever?
A spellbinding novel by an
internationally acclaimed and
award-winning author.

A captivating retro-futuristic universe, overflowing with
inventiveness and twists and turns.
Larispem, 1899. In the independant City-State of Larispem, the
butchers are now the dominant caste, after a revolution that chased
the aristocracy from power. It is dedicated to equity between the
citizens and to the cult of progress. Whilst festivities are announced
to celebrate the new century, the aristocrats, gifted with a
mysterious deadly blood, are plotting to get back to power.

304 pages • 13+
English translation available for evaluation
Rights sold in 15 languages • Information
upon request

The Memory of Babel

d J.

A sensitive short novel about the power
of reading and of imagination. Accused of
holding three Cheyennes prisoners, Victoria
catches a glimpse of her father disguised
as a cow-boy. What does all this mean?

49
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96 pages • 10+
Ger, Gr, It, Sp

Victoria Dreams
Ill. by François PLACE

new

COVER IN PROGRESS

Fiction

48

A delightful fable in which
ecological fight appears under
the form of a love story in
a future struck by pollution.
Adventure and emotion,
with sensitive and moving
characters.

. H eli

• An indisputable crossover page-turner carried
by a subtle sense of psychology and an elegant
fluent style.
• An exceptional reception by the media,
the booksellers and the readership, with over
137,000 copies sold in France as of March 2017.

”

Winner of our 2016 First Novel Competition

Three destinies are crossing: Liberty, an outstanding mechanic,
Carmine, a talented butcher apprentice, and Nathanaël, an orphan
with a mysterious past, are getting caught in the heart of the plot…

new

Blood Never
Forgets

The Games
of the Century

272 pages

400 pages
To be published in May 2017

Fiction

A post-apocalyptic universe full of wonder and magic, in which
people have settled on the numerous Arks now floating around
the Earth, with a deceptively fragile and moving heroine:
Ophelie is a Mirror-Crosser, a rare ability among the inhabitants
of the Anima Ark. Clumsy and reserved, she is also a particularly
gifted reader: she perceives the feelings of all those who
touched an object before her.

Ill. by François PLACE • English translation available •10+
Rights sold in 30 languages • Information upon request

Ill. by Julie RICOSSÉ

©C

”

Tetralogy: The Girl Who Walked Through Mirors • 13+ • Hu, Ru, Sp (LA, NA), Tur

. H eli

Two-part novel:
Tobie Lolness

”

e G a l li m a r

“

I was born in 1980 and grew up in a home full of classical music and
historical enigmas. I was about to become a librarian when disease
erupted. Writing then became an escape and eventually a second nature.
Today, I am published and devote night and day to writing!

©C

“

Timothée de Fombelle was born in 1973. First a literature teacher,
he soon turns to theater. In 1990 he creates a company for which
he writes and produces plays. Since then he has kept on writing theater
plays. Tobie Lolness, his first novel, won numerous national
and international awards, as well as Vango and The Book of Pearl.
He is nowaday a major French children’s and YA author.

d J.

Christelle Dabos

. H eli
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Timothée de Fombelle

10 and up

©C

d J.

Fiction

Fiction

10 and up

Daniel Pennac

Kamo's Adventures

•

Gaël AYMON

Golden Valley
A novel set in Burma that plays
with clichés and mixes political,
societal, familial and psychological
intrigues together with a young love.
An original setting: the universe
of the international “Golden”
youth in one of the world’s poorest
countries, ravaged by corruption.
192 pages • 14+

new

Anne-Laure BONDOUX

Jean-François CHABAS

Jean-François CHABAS

As Long as We Stand
Alive

Red Dreams

The Tree and The Fruit

Bo and Hama work in the same
factory. They fall in wild love at first
sight. One day, a disaster occurs
and they have to flee away from the
city. A timeless atmosphere, vibrant
characters on their quest to their
place in this world.

Lachlan is a 14-year old Amerindian
who never met his father and lives
alone with his mother in Canada.
He befriends Daffodil, a weird
student. One day the two friends
witness the appearance of Ogopogo,
the mythical monster of Lake
Okanagan, but who can believe
them?

An essential but terrible topic: how
does someone become a battered
woman? A short powerful novel told
by two voices: a woman torn apart
as a battered wife and as a mother;
her daughter who will, at all costs,
protect her little sister from a violent
father and a depressive mother.

304 pages • 13+
Ger, Hu, It, Port (BR)
English language sample available

288 pages • 13+

192 pages • 14+
Tur

Patrick MODIANO
Ill. by SEMPÉ

Catherine Certitude
Catherine has discovered that her
glasses allow her to live in two
different worlds: the real world, and
when she takes them off, another
world full of softness.
The only children's book by an author
awarded the Nobel Prize of Literature.
96 pages • 10+
English translation available for evaluation
Rights sold in 18 languages

Jean MOLLA

Sobibor
Prix de Brives, Prix Sorcières,
Prix Escapages
Anorexia, family secret, the weight
of the unconscious, the importance
of memory, these themes all
contribute to structure a tough
and poignant story.

A collection of four stories by a best-selling author
for adults. First published as individual books, these four
stories have sold over 1,8 million copies in France alone.
The hectic stories of Kamo are rich with humour, friendship,
mystery and adventure, with tenderness and emotion.
Kamo is 10 and lives with his mother since his father
died. Kamo and his mother have very strong ties and their
relationship is a mixture of rivalry and complicity.
Kamo and his friend, Lanthier the narrator, have known
each other since they were born.

•
•

Rights sold in 19 languages • Information upon request

192 pages • 13+
Eng (UE & CW), Hu, Jp, Mac, Ro, Sp (LA), Tur
English translation available for evaluation

Orianne CHARPENTIER

Rage

Fiction

Rage... this is the name given to her
by her friend, that now replaces her
birth name, the name of her childhood,
before exile, before the violence of men
and war. A refugee in France — we'll
never know which country she comes
from — having lost her landmarks and
her family, she feels like an hunted
beast and mistrusts everyone.
But one night, her path crosses that of
a dog, dangerous, wounded, obviously
heavily abused. Her own survival
now depends upon the survival of
the animal. Will she be able to regain
confidence and her own name?
A powerful and tensed short novel that narrates the events occuring in the time
span of one night, a few decisive hours, dense with emotion, in which something
essential takes place at every minute.
An echo to a prominent topic: the fate of young migrants.
112 pages • 13+

Kamo, the Idea
of the Century

Sarah COHEN–SCALI

Elisabeth COMBRES

Isabelle PANDAZOPOULOS

Isabelle PANDAZOPOULOS

Max

Broken Memories

The Decision

Double Fault

Prix Sorcières, Prix des libraires
du Québec, Prix Tatoulu, Prix des
Dévoreurs de livres, Prix Passages,
English Pen Award, endorsed by
Amnesty International UK.
An extraordinary novel with a
compulsively readable voice telling
a horrifying but devastatingly true
story. A chilling account of the
"Lebensborn" programme, initiated
by Himmler in 1936.

Prix Nouvelle Revue Pédagogique,
Prix des lycéens allemands
Moments of grace and tenderness
undercut the terror and pain of this
powerful story during the genocidal
war in Rwanda.

Predator drug and pregnancy
denial: two difficult issues tackled
with an exceptional psychological
sensitivity. A long and difficult
way to go for Louise, a girl without
problem until the day she gives birth
without knowing it.

128 pages • 12+
Eng (NA)
English translation available for evaluation
Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education

256 pages • 14+
Slv
English sample available for evaluation

An original almost taboo subject:
the life of young top level athletes.
Abuse of power and rivalry make for
an upsetting psychological drama,
with a deep and acute psychological
analysis of the relationship between
two brothers and their father:
rivalry, love/hate, control.

Kamo and I

“You’ll soon be in the 6th grade”.
What’s so special about this?
In the 6th grade, not only you have
to adapt to one teacher, but to
a whole bunch of them!

One more class with the tyrannous
French teacher, Mr. Crastaing!
This time, the topic of the paper
is impossible: “Picture yourself as
an adult with your parents as kids”.
And if it was to become a reality?

96 pages • 10+

96 pages • 10+

Kamo and the
Babel Agency

Kamo's Escape

208 pages • 13+

480 pages • 15+
Eng, Gr, Hu, Por (BR), Ro, Slo, Sp (LA), Vt
English translation available for evaluation

Kamo is not doing well in English.
In addition, Kamo argues that his
mother is incapable of holding
down a job. They make a deal: she
keeps a job for over three months
and he learns English during the
same period. He will have an English
correspondent, a very intriguing
one: Catherine Earnshaw…

While his mother is travelling looking
for her ancestors, Kamo is hit by a
car when riding his bike and falls
into a coma. One day, he starts
babbling incoherent words in a
weird language. It appears that he
is re-living the life of his maternal
great-grandfather, a rebellious
Georgian...
112 pages • 10+

96 pages • 10+

Roland GODEL

Hervé JAOUEN

Sève LAURENT-FAJAL

Claire LOUP

François PLACE

Claude ROY

The Eyes of Anouch

Granma and Memory

The Suitcases

Run Billie

The Flying Squad

Anouch, 13, is an Armenian and
lives in Turkey. In 1915, a long and
frightful exodus starts. Her only ray
of sunshine: her friend Dikan. They
are soon driven apart, with Dikan
and his family deported towards
an unknown location. But Anouch
clings to a wild hope: Dikan is alive
and she will see him again.

Prix Chronos, Prix des Incorruptibles
Between laughs and tears,
a poignant story on the Alzheimer
disease, however never desperate.
A reflection on the past and the
relations between generations,
finely funny and moving.

A sensitive and vibrant first novel
about a 15-year-old girl’s search
for her identity which reveals the
secret of her origins. A realistic
and endearing female protagonist,
a plot that skillfully blends an
historical event, the Holocaust,
family secrets and a love story.

A puzzle that draws the portrait of
a young girl who lost her landmarks
in success, a tense narrative, full
of suspens and psychological
acuity. A police intrigue built as
a polyphonic novel with a variety
of voices and stylistic devices such
as letters, questionings, songs,
diaries…

Prix Lire, Grand prix de l’Imaginaire
The extraordinary life of Gwen the
Cougher in the Land of the Twelve
Provinces. A fascinating journey
between dream and reality, from
Brittany in the early 20th century
to the fringes of a parallel world.

The Cat Who Talked
in Spite of Himself

200 pages • 12+
English sample available for evaluation

224 pages • 12+
Ger, Hu, It, Jp, Kr, Port (BR), Srb, Th, Tur

320 pages • 13+

336 pages • 13+

336 pages • 13+
ChiC (W ex PRC), Cz, Ger, It

Prix Bernard Versele
One day, Gaspard, the cat friend
of Thomas, starts talking, in prose
and even in verses! Will they be able
to keep this secret to themselves?
128 pages • 10+
Jp, Lit, Ru, Sp (LA, NA), Tur, Th
Recommended by the French Ministry
of Education

Kamo's Adventure

The bind-up
of the four stories
304 pages • 10+
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Who’s Who
Chairman
Antoine Gallimard

Little Nick

Based upon the TV series adapted from the masterpiece
by René Goscinny and Jean-Jacques Sempé.
Over 875,000 copies sold in France alone.

The adventures of Little Nick, the most engaging boy in European literature,
have charmed and provoked laughter for generations of readers.
Chapter Books • by Emmanuelle LEPETIT • 34 titles • 32 pages • 140 x 190 mm • 6+ • 4,80¤

President
Hedwige Pasquet

Editorial Direction
Christine Baker
Editorial Director, Gallimard Jeunesse
Colline Faure-Poirée
Editorial Director, Giboulées imprint

Executive Editors
(buying only)
Alice LIÈGE
Young Children’s Books
Paule du Bouchet
Music and Sound Books

Tie-in Licenses
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Thomas Dartige
Non-Fiction, Characters & Tie-in licenses
Thierry Laroche
Fiction & Graphic Novels

What a Shame!
N° 31

Small Fright
Between Friends

The Green Class
N° 33

N° 32

Foreign Rights
(selling only)
Anne Bouteloup
Foreign Rights Director
Fiction, Picture Books, Tie-in licenses,
Pénélope property
anne.bouteloup@gallimard-jeunesse.fr
Marie Brun
Foreign Rights Manager
First Discovery, Early Learning, Giboulées
imprint and Toddlers Books
marie.brun@gallimard-jeunesse.fr
Alizée DABERT
Foreign Rights Manager
Non fiction, Music & Sound Books
alizee.dabert@gallimard-jeunesse.fr
Marie MAUCLAIRE
Foreign Rights & Administration Coordinator
marie.mauclaire@gallimard-jeunesse.fr
Isalyne AVENEL
Production Manager
isalyne.avenel@gallimard-jeunesse.fr

Who's Afraid
of the Doctor?

Our Main Sub-Agents
Graphic Novels (all territories)
Sylvain Coissard
sylcoissard2@orange.fr
BRAZIL
Seibel Publishing Services
Patricia Seibel
patseibel@seibelpublishingservices.com
EUROPE
GREECE
Niki DOUGÉ
kleoniki.douge@free.fr
Hungary
DS Budapest, Margit Gruber
dsmargo@t-online.hu
ROMANIA, BALKAN STATES, POLAND & SERBIA
Livia Stoia Agency, Livia Stoia
livia.stoia@liviastoiaagency.ro
& Oana VASILE
oana.vasile@liviastoiaagency.ro
RUSSIA & GEORGIA
Anastasia Lester Agency, Anastasia LESTER
anastassia.lester@gmail.com
TURKEY
Kalem Literary Agency, Göksun Bayraktar
rights2@kalemagency.com

N° 34

Hardback Novels • Valérie LATOUR-BURNEY • 7 titles • 32 pages • 140 x 205 mm • 10+ • 8¤

ASIA
China
Bardon Chinese Media Agency, Jian-Mei Wang
jianmei@bardonchinese.com
& Carrie DING
dingfang@bardonchinese.com

Weird Christmas!

A Badly Kept Secret

Dad Is a Spy

A Dog for Nick

N° 4

N° 5

N° 6

N° 7

Games & Jokes
3 titles • 96 pages • 130 x 160 mm • 8+ • 5,90¤

Games, Jokes & Co
for the Break

Games, Jokes & Co
for the Open Air

Stories & Games

3 titles •144 pages • 142 x 190 mm • Paperback • 6+ • 9,90¤

My Greatest
Stories 1

My Greatest
Stories 2

Japan
Motovun Tokyo, Mari Koga
kogamtv4@gmail.com
& Akiko MIEDA
miedamtv5@gmail.com

Rights sold: abbreviations
Unless otherwise specified, the rights granted are world rights. In case only the number
of languages is specified, the list of the rights sold in available upon request.
Albanian: Alb • Arabic: Ar • Armenian: Arm • Basque: Basq • Bulgarian: Blg • Catalan: Cat •
Chinese complex: ChiC • World except People’s Republic of China: W ex PRC • Chinese simplified:
ChiS • People’s Republic of China: PRC • Croation: Cro • Czech: Cz • Danish: Dk • Dutch: Du •
English: Eng • European Union & Commonwealth: UE & CW • North America (USA & Canada): NA •
Estonian: Es • Finnish: Fi • Georgian: Geo • German: Ger • Greek: Gr • Hungarian: Hu • Indonesian:
Ind • Hebrew: Heb • Iranian: Ir • Italian: It • Japanese: Jp • Korean: Kr • Latvian: Lat • Lithuanian:
Lit • Macedonian: Mac • Malaysian: Mal • Norwegian: No • Polish: Pol • Portuguese: Por • Brasil:
BR • Portugal: PR • Romanian: Ro • Russian: Ru • Serbian: Srb • Slovakian: Slk • Slovenian: Slv •
Spanish: Sp • Latin America: LA • Spain: SP • Swedish: Sw • Turkish: Tur • Thai: Th • Ukrainian: Ukr
• Vietnamese: Vt

South Korea
Sibylle Books Agency, Young Sun Choi
youngsun.choi@sibyllebooks.com
& Josee KIM
josee.kim@sibyllebooks.com
Taiwan
Bardon Chinese Media Agency, Cynthia Chang
cynthia@bardonchinese.com

Éditions Gallimard Jeunesse
5, rue Gaston-Gallimard
75328 Paris Cedex 07
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Tie-in Licenses

LE PETIT NICOLAS ®
Based on the work by René Goscinny and Jean-Jacques Sempé
© IMAV Editions / Goscinny - Sempé
World adaptation rights: IMAV Editions
Adapted by Alexandre de la Patelilère, Matthieu Delaporte, Cédric Pilot, directed by Arnaud Bouron,
graphic creation by Pascal Valdès
A M6 Studio-Method Animation production, in co-production with Luxanimation - DQ Entertainment
(International)
Limited and M6-Métropole Télévision • With the participation of ZDF/ZDFE

